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Week of Dialogue on Race

Speakers,

BY TaFFy STOCKTON
COMMUNITY EDITOR

he
third
annual
“Week of Dialogue
on Race” has already

started,

as many

may

have noticed by the increased
activity on the U.C. Quad. The
“Week of Dialogue” started
Monday, and will go until Friday.
Marylyn

Paik-Nicely,

direc-

tor of the MultiCultural Center
and a co-coordinator of the
event, said she is very enthusiastic about this year’s event
and its future.

“We hope it builds and grows
and becomes something HSU
will institutionalize,” PaikNicely said.
Other coordinators include
Rick Vrem, dean of undergraduate
studies,
Reece
Hughes, director of student
life, and Don Capaccio, director
of housing.
There are many lectures,
movies and workshops scheduled for the week.
“Brenda Wong Aoki Unplugged,” which was shown
Tuesday night, was a presentation by storyteller Aoki in
which she presented excerpts

art exhibit racial views

from her one-woman shows.
Her shows and stories are
about people caught between
worlds. Being from Chinese,
Japanese, Scottish and Spanish
descent, it is something she has
personal experience with.
“Being a person of mixed
ancestry, the only place you are

comfortable is with the dead. A
ghost is a ghost.
“Nobody

tells stories about

when the African-American
ghost ran. into the AsianAmerican ghost —you’re more
interested in the stories of the

dead,” Aoki said.
Her stories are all told in first
person.
“You can never take away
personal experience,” Aoki
said. “It transcends gender,
race and country.”
But in the end, even though
she said she believes we need a
lot more dialogue, words get in
the way of the experience.
“Talk is cheap,” she said.
“The legacy is still there, in the
subconscious of people. Sometimes sorry doesn’t cut it.”
For more information on
Aoki, or on her nonprofit organization, First Voice, you can
visit
her
Web
site
at
www.firstvoice.org.
“Eyes on the Prize,” a PBS

PHOTOS By NicoLe Casey
documentary

based

on “Eyes

on the Prize: America’s Civil
Rights Years 1954-1965” by Juan
Williams, will be shown four
times this week.
Williams, who is also the keynote speaker for the week, has

been a writer for the Washington Post for 16 years, as well as
a host on National Public
Radio’s “Talk of the Nation.”

He is the author of the biography

“Thurgood

Marshall:

American Revolutionary.”
He appears weekly on “Fox
News Sunday,” and has been a
guest

on

“Crossfire,”

“Nightline” and “The MacNeilLehrer News Hour.”
A variety of videos
shown as well.

will be

Following viewing, all videos
will

have

discussions

facili-

tated by HSU faculty.
“Last year we had 10 to 40
people for the video viewings.

PHOTO BY NicoLe Casey

Undeclared sophomore Rachal Van Liefde studies
the exhibits on race in the Klamath River Room.

Theater arts professor David Mohrmann, top,
teaches the Theater of the Oppressed. Behind him
is a painting by art professor Leslie Price. A woman,
below, discusses raising open-minded children.
will have the chance to explore
what it might be like to walk in
the shoes of those who have experienced oppression.
Other events during the week

include an interactive art pro-

atre. It is free and open to the
public.
As a new addition to the
week, students can receive

credit for participation in the
week of dialogue through the

It was well-attended overall,”
Paik-Nicely said. “But, we

gram, which was held Monday

would like to see more students
participate,”
“Perspective Talking,” is a
workshop being held on Thursday from 12:30 to 2 p.m. in the
Klamath River Room of the
Jolly Giant Commons.
Jennifer Sanford, of Counseling and Psychological Services,
will be the facilitator.

and a town hall meeting on “Reporting Hate Crimes and Hate

ethnic studies department.
Isaac Carter is co-teaching the
class.
Unfortunately, it is too late to

Incidents on Our Campus and

sign up for credit

in Our Communities,” being
held in the Green and Gold
Room today from 7:30 to 9:30

line was Sept. 25.
For more details, there are
schedules of the week’s events
available
from
the
MultiCultural Center.
For more information, call
the MultiCultural Center at

Sanford said the participants

in the Klamath

River

Room,

p.m.
The highlightof the week

is

the keynote address, which will
be given by Williams, Friday at
7:30 p.m. in the Van Duzer The

826-3364.

—

the dead-

®
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Look for these coalition members on

the Quad from 10/2 - 10/10. Stop by to
register to vote and find out more about
absentee voting & election issues!
¢ MECNA ¢ ASSOCIATED STUDENTS «
¢ COLLEGE REPUBLICANS « SEAC «
BUSINESS ECONOMICS CLUB « CAMPUS
GREENS ¢« AS VOTER REGISTRATION
COMMITTEE ¢ WOMEN’S CENTER «
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS « LEAGUE OF
? AS
WOMEN VOTERS »
LS)

“It’s like a holiday for gay
people,” said Connie McCarthy,
secretary of the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual and Transgender Student Association. “It’s like an
independence day.”
Oct. 11 marks the 13th annual
National Coming Out Day.
The day commemorates the
1987 March on Washington for
Lesbian and Gay Rights.
The Human Rights Campaign promotes the event with
a free National Coming Out
Day Kit that includes information, resources and ideas.
According
to a Human
Rights Campaign press release,
the National Coming Out
Project promotes honesty and
openness about being lesbian,
gay, bisexual or transgender on
campus, in the workplace and
at home.
The release said the NCOP
hopes public education and outreach programs will help turn
ignorance into acceptance by
opening a dialogue with gay
and nongay Americans.
It also said that the project
“urges gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender people to come
out and get involved.”
McCarthy said the project’s
aim is to raise the visibility of
people who have come out.
“It’s a hope to change society
She said many television
shows are bringing gays into
the open.
“One really big thing was
when Ellen DeGeneres came
out on her show,” she said.
“Now you see gays and lesbians
on many shows.”
Notable spokespeople, including Ellen DeGeneres’
mother, have worked with the

Re

E:
E

fr”

x

28

-

YOUR WORLD.
YOUR CHANCE 10 MAKE IT BETTER.

A protester flies the rainbow flag, which symbolizes
diversity, over the Washington Monument. This
photo was taken at last year’s March on Washington. A color photo is available at www. thejack.org.

The Human Rights Campaign logo (right) for National Coming Out Day is
on many handouts supporting coming out.

J
Yh

LOGO COURTESY OF THE HUMAN
Rights CampPaiGn
Human Rights Campaign to
provide role models who serve
as inspiration to people coming
out.

On National Coming Out Day,
GLBTSA will be selling Tshirts as a fund-raiser for a trip

Oo

~

,

to the Western States Queer
Conference for students — to be
held at the University of Santa

see GLBTSA, next page

822-1317 -

65 washers.

a’,

(including large Capacities)

wwW.AMERICORPS
org

1.800.942.2677 [1.800.833.3722 100)

AMERICORPS. GIVE BACK FOR A YEAR,
SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY. CHANGE YOUR LIFE.

Aim col melelaMm enn

to do saath etn

we'll do it for you!

| Questions? Contact Thy Hua at (510) 273-0171

|

or email tthyhua@cns.gov
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freedom

CAMPUS EDITOR

at large,” she said.

Ant

sexual

A\

reminds you that your last
chance to register to vote in the
November 7th elections is

celebrate

PtP BR

Tere
Come
HSU VOTE 2000 COALITION | = ®Em: Austin

lh

National Coming Out Day

Orpen 7 Days A WEEK
Monday-Friday: 8 am- 10 pm
Saturday & Sunday: 9 am- 10 pm

llth & F Streets
Plenty of parking,
close to downtown
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On the Agenda
What to expect at the next AS meeting
Here’s what’s in the
works for Monday’s 5 p.m.
meeting:
« Lindsay Ogden Herrera,
legislative vice president,
presents a follow-up on campus safety concerns with an

update on the possibility of

Oct. 20.

Several events are

planned.
* The results of the recent
Academic Senate meeting
will be discussed.
* Plans for an AS-sponsored barbecue will be final-

campus-wide pepper spray
distribution.
There will also be a report
on the results of the Public

tion on Safe Rides, an escort

Safety Committee meeting.

program students created.

« Jennifer Gonzales, administrative vice president,
presents Board of Finance
results on proposals from

« AS will decide whether or
not to get T-shirts and the
source of money to pay for
them if it decides to go ahead
with the idea.

Operation U-Turn, CCAT

ized.

«aaa
pst Aids

ties and Social Sciences is
still on, and a student representative is needed on the
panel. AS will hear an update
on the search.
* Major requirements were
reviewed at the University
Curriculum
Committee
meeting and will be discussed.

¢ There will be a presenta¢ Solutions to problems in
the STAR lab and other computer labs will be discussed.

OTA

REO)

PHOTOGRAPHY
CLASS STUDENTS

SQED
10% DISCOUNT
on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.
On the Arcata Plaza ¢ 822-3155

v

¢ Panama Bartholomy, interdisciplinary studies rep,
will give a report about campus sustainability.

:

a

SCS

Ee %

707.445.2609

Ithur- sun . at ipm

¥

and the Women’s Center.

coming-out

support

groups

Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at The Center, 235 Fourth St., Suite A,
Eureka.

GLBTSA also has information about support groups for
friends and family of gays.
For more information, see
GLBTSA in the Multicultural
Center.

<feampusend
“Black is ... Black Ain’t” will
be shown today, Wednesday, as
part of the Campus Week of
Dialogue on Race.
Marlon Riggs, the film’s creator, put together a nationwide

look at the United States
through the eyes of blacks in all
walks of life. The event is free.
“Black is ... Black Ain’t” was
finished after Riggs’ death of
AIDS-related complications in
1994.

The film contains commentary by activist, motivational
speaker and author Angela
Davis, and cultural critics Cornel West, Michele Wallace, Barbara Smith and Maulana
Karenga.

The 5 to 7:30 p.m. screening
and discussion will take place
in Founders Hall Room 163.
For more information, call
826-3479.

UPD to give training
on workplace crime
October is Crime Prevention

*local organic coffee & espresso*
located on the corner of

16th & G Streets * Arcata

Month. Members of the Department of Public Safety will lead
a workshop Oct. 17 to discuss
preventative measures that re-

duce the opportunity for crime
in the workplace.
Workplace violence will also
be discussed.
The discussion is from 2 to 4
p.m. in Student and Business
Services Room

153.

To attend the workshop or for
more information, call Human
Resources at 826-3626.

Yoga offered for free
each Friday morning
Free, ongoing yoga classes
are being held in Forbes Complex Room 125 for men and
women with all levels of experience.

The classes are Fridays from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Kendra Inza
is the instructor.
Interested parties are welcome on a drop-in basis — comfortable clothing is recommended — or they can call the
Women’s Center at 826-4216 for
more information.
~ compiled by e m knight

822-0360

:
:

There’s a new place in Sunnybrae...
\ ys

:
°

Open 7 Days
6am- 5pm
€

Film and discussion
shows black culture

*fresh organic bread
& pastries baked daily*

We feature:

And coming soon..

« Muddy Waters Coffee

¢ BEER & WINE
¢ SANDWICH BAR
e EXTENDED HOURS

* Torani Syrup
¢ Ghiradelli Chocolate

for Mochas
« Cookie Capers
¢ Fresh scones, muffins
& donuts
re
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“Who wants to buy cookies

from gays?” she said.
McCarthy said that in spite
of difficulties raising money,
GLBTSA is hoping to eliminate some of the fear of being labeled gay by celebrating
National Coming Out Day
with the entire HSU community.
This year, as in past years,
GLBTSA will celebrate this
day with activities such as a
limbo contest and Rainbow
Twister.
GLBTSA
holds weekly

Mon - Sat * 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun *9a.m.- 1 p.m.

pire

* Continued from previous page
Barbara this year.
“People shy away from our
tables on the U.C. Quad and
buying things as part of campus-wide fund-raisers for fear
of being nailed as gay,”
McCarthy said.

« President Elexis Mayer
reports on her meeting with
HSU
President Alistair
McCrone.
~ compiled by e m knight

eeeseeeeese

GLBTSA

« The search for a dean of
the College of Arts, Humani-

¢ AS has a candidate for the
graduate studies representative position. It intends to
appoint Kymber Mayberry
to the AS Board.

eeseoeeeeeeeneeoseseesteeseeeeeseee

¢ There will be a presentation about the Appropriate
Technology caravan to Cuba
that will stop in Arcata on

California State Students
Association representatives
will discuss the progress of
the HSU Vote 2000 Coalition,
which is part of the CSUwide effort to set a record for
the most students registered
in a week.

oN

* Pros and cons of the summer school semester will be
discussed, including reports
from the college representatives.

am
oe ay
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A report was

Wednesday, Sept. 27
1:13 p.m. There were “hate
type” materials posted on the
wall

Monday, Sept. 25
10:45 a.m. A UPD officer
found a female pit bull running
around in the Redwood Bowl.
The officer captured the dog
and took her to the Arcata
Pound facility.

ob
all

love it.

with

our

free

help!

.

11:30 a.m. A female student
was reported passed out in the
Jolly Giant Commons elevator.
She was conscious when offic-

the

bike

ers arrived. An ambulance was
dispatched and took her to Mad
River Community Hospital.

was

re-

2:20 p.m. A wallet was reported stolen from an office in
Nelson Hall East. A case was

3:19 p.m. A female student
reported her bike frame, which
had been stolen, was on cambead

store

.on

the

eopeneveryday

plaza,

7E07.

pus. An officer responded and

Arcata

determined the serial numbers

826.9577

after

This

12:50pm.

week:

Cle eam eee
a

1113)

A stellar jay
was reported seen on the second floor of the Library. An officer arrived to flush out the
bird, but it had already flown
the coop.
1:49 p.m. A man was admonished for solicitation on campus without permission.
3:46 p.m. A man was arrested

00 Oil Change Special

trash can in the wildlife build-

ing by a custodian. The wallet
was returned to the owner.

Most cars

Iw

Exp. 11-4-00

Tuesday, Sept. 26

822-6004

10 a.m. A bike was

»iSYING ¢ snl sof youn) }0a45 D Koluz

—
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ee

ee

HUNAN ¢ CANTON ¢PEKING
SZECHUAN ¢ MANDARIN ¢ DIM-SUM
LUNCH SPECIALS ¢ COMPLETE DINNERS!

We have the largest
in town!

U
Ua s
10/7

the Plaza...

On the Arcata Plaza
Call for to-go orders
or reservations

10:04 p.m. A Redwood Hall
resident reported his window
had been bent back. It did not
appear that anyone had broken

.
||

BarFeeders (S.F.),
Civic Minded 5 (Vegas) & Graves (Eureka)
Cajun & Zydeco with the Bayou Swamis

& the debut of Apocalyptic Music Brigade

SH
All|

HUNAN

822-6105 PLAZA
Groups welcome!
acvailal.!
avdiiavie

for driving under the influence
of alcohol by the Student and
Business Services building. He
was transported to Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.

VO/ nvereereereeeneeA
12...
Frame & Karate Party (Seattle)
10/13
ignit, Shacknasty Jim,

Fine Chinese Cuisine on

A.
Vitinmnal
maskines
Aue nitional Parniiig

ee

10/4

VEGETARIAN MENU

761 8th St.

immobi-

lized at the Jolly Giant Com-

660 K* ARCATA
SENIOR & STUDENT DISCOUNTS

CHINESE

from the 7th St. entrance

(*Before tax and gratuity)

The popylar scroll calendars are back!
Get your FREE 2001 calendar at Hunan Plaza!

10/18

The Hitch with Matterhorn (S.F.)

10/19..............Strawberry Black (with Nadia Snow)
with Betty Blow Torch (Big Time L.A. Rockers)

10/21..........The Cutters & PolyPlushCats (Wash. D.C.)
10/25 .....reeseeseeeeneseeneeereee
EE Makers (a big time band),
AudioWreck & Crime Wave
10/28... rrerserreeerereereeeneeeneed Git, The O.T.’s & Leroy (S.F.)

VO SA eeerseaeneenneeee HALLOWEEN!!!
w/ The Hitch, Graves, Hideous

Se

2

Water pipes: 2

did not match up.
6:14 p.m. The wallet that had
been stolen from Nelson Hall
East was reported found in a

& Automatic Pink

Se

2:57 p.m. A
man
found
a
bong on the east
side of the Student and Business
Services
building
and
turned it into

s

ig

This semester:

leased.

the

men’s bathroom
in Chinquapin
Hall. A case was
initiated.

several
warnings

were given
to the owner
for locking
up the bike
to a handrail,
‘The
owner was
cited
and

initiated.

your

mons

of

4

UPD. The bong
was Slated
destruction.

for

5:57 p.m. Two men were seen

selling pipes on L.K. Wood Boulevard. An officer checked the
area, but the men were gone.
Thursday, Sept. 28
2:36 p.m. A man was reported
seen riding his bike in the hallways of Science A. An officer
located the man and escorted
him and his bike out of the
building.
5:13 p.m. CCAT’s homemade
recumbent bike was reported
stolen from the Student and
Business Services building
bike racks. A case was initiated.
Friday, Sept. 29
12:49 p.m. Two men were reportedly involved in a fist fight
near the Student Business Services building. One man was
arrested for aggravated assault
and taken to Humboldt County
Correctional Facility.
2:40 p.m.
Jolly Giant
plastic bag
amount of
was turned

A custodian in the
Commons found a
containing a small
marijuana. The bag
over to UPD.

Saturday, Sept. 30
3:34 a.m. Officers responded
to a report of a Redwood Hall
resident who had been vomiting for hours. The resident was
taken to Mad River Community
Hospital by a friend.
1:35 p.m. A bong was found
near the Redwood Manor. It was
turned into UPD and is slated
for desiruction.
3:37 p.m. A man was cited for
posession of less than 1 ounce
of marijuana in Redwood Park.
~ compiled by Mark Buckley
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into his room.
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HSU

elevators have expired tags
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BY Racne.

BRUHNKE

LUMBERJACK STAFF
People who have been on an
HSU elevator recently may
have noticed that many of the
state inspection tags expired
May 6 or earlier and have not
been replaced.
The Lumberjack staff inquired into the matter with
HSU Plant Operation’s chief
engineer George Wright, and
found that Chicken Little has
nothing to fear.
All campus elevators were
inspected by the state in August, and Plant Operations is
now waiting on the permits to
arrive to post them in the elevators.

Wright said in addition to annual state inspections HSU contracts monthly inspections
through Loadstar Elevators, an

elevator servicing company
based on the North Coast.
It is responsible for reporting
any minor maintenence issues
— light switches, handles, fire
alarms — to Plant Operations.
“There never are major problems because of the good
maintenence,” Wright said.
In fact, this year’s state in-

Oct. 18 to 20.

Wright
change

acknowledged

the

in maintenence

de-

and testing all potential strains

mands at HSU over the years.
“When I was a student, there
were only a couple of elevators,” he said. “Now there are
many more due to the Americans with Disabilities Act —
the committment to equal access to facilities for all people
on our campus.
Wright said because the
original intent of the additional campus elevators was for
physically disabled people they
should be primarily used for
that purpose.

on the system. Additionally,
HSU has contracted a special
consulting firm this year to
double-check
the routine
maintenence of Loadstar E]1-

as well as prolonge the life span
of expensive elevators, Wright
said, “I suggest that all ablebodied people use the stairs.”

spection was even more

thor-

ough than usual, involving a
special “weight test” for the elevators, which is conducted by
law every five years.
This involves loading the elevators with artificial weight

evators.

In order to conserve energy,

~em

The firm will be on campus

knight contributed

for a dollar

to

this report.

Bringing aid to Cuba

¢ FREE SODA FOR DESIGNATED DRIVERS

Pastors for Peace will stop in HSU for supplies
BY RacHet

BRUHNKE

LUMBERJACK STAFF

are just two of the projects HSU

engineering students are making for the caravan.
Other aid is being

through
The West Coast contingent of
the national Pastors for Peace
aid caravan will be passing
through Arcata on Oct. 20, on
its way to Cuba.
The caravan will be loaded
with aid for Cuba, including
medicines, school supplies and
computers.

The focus of this caravan is
renewable energy and sustain-

able transportation. An electric
bicycle, and a pedal-powered
washing machine and blender

Words

sought

the university

and

| LOGGING MEMORABILIA

of support from HSU and the
Arcata community.
The caravan, which will pass
through Seattle, Portland and
Eugene,

will

be

staying

Arcata for one day before continuing south and converging
with the East Coast caravan in

caravanistas to Cuba for more
than a decade. This will be its
11th “aid brigade.”

Texas.

Organizers

of

October’s

event said they hope for a show

¢ OUTSIDE DECK

in

community.
Pastors for Peace has been
sending down caravans and

In June a large contingent
from
Southern
Humboldt
County, including an entire
Little League team from the
Lost Coast, went to Cuba with
Pastors for Peace.

¢ STEAM DONKEY STOVE

©

510 RAILROAD AVENUE, BLUE LAKE,
668-5000
>

Volunteers will help by painting renewable energy pictures
and messages of friendship to
the Cuban people on the outside of the bus.
There will also be activities
with the caravanistas, informational meetings and a potluck
dinner. For more information,
call 822-1567.

FELLOW ARCATANS, | REGRET TO INFORM YOU THAT | HAVE
BECOME A VICTIM OF OUR NEW COMMUNITY.
MONDAY NIGHT MY CAR WAS BROKEN INTO, AGAIN, AND |
LOST THINGS OF NO IMPORTANCE TO THE PERPETRATOR.
1 ASK THAT YOU KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR

2 BLACK DUFFEL BAGS

of Wisdom

CONTAINING PERSONAL ITEMS AND

from The Lumberjack

A RUBBERMADE TOOL BOX

ag

ALL I CARE ABOUT ARE PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES OF
40 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY.

“Sust because
’m afraid of

led
fall

THEY CAN HAVE THE REST!

spiders drop-

1it-

vas

IF YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION ON THEIR WHEREABOUTS
PLEASE CALL OR BRING THEM BY — NO QUESTIONS ASKED.

ping on my

head doesn’t
ind
vas
ted

mean (’m not

coffee, cappucino, chai, lattes,
mochas and blended mochas,

blended cappucino, granitas

Oleeh

going to walk
under frees.”

ice
rk.

— Frank Vella,
ex-production manager
of The Lumberjack

na

We're taking a walk for you, Frank!
_Love, the old-school staff

If you are stuck in the Mudd,
drive-thru

Sutters!

Sutter Road and Central Avenue, McKinleyville

BLACK BAGS LOGO
ONE SMALL BAG
ONE LARGE BAG

826-0308
945 16TH STREET
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QUIT

aan

WISHIN‘

* The Lumberjack

ee,

SALTY'S SURF 'N' TACKLE
Rossow Street is detoured through
Griffith Hall parking lot because of
work on Rossow and Harpst streets.

TRINIDAD'S COMPLETE SURFING & FISHING HEADQUARTERS
Li

*New/ Used

Fishing

re
veA

\\

7

| //

The Campus Events Field remains
closed until the grass root system fully
re-establishes.

¢Rods/ Reels

Surfboards
¢ Bait/ Tackle
yD Z
oh ak ei
* Rip Curl , Hotline ~—__
¢ Salt/ Freshwater
& Future wetsuits
¢ Salmon/ Steelhead
¢ Leashes, rashguards,
booties, wax

faeces

Surfing

Jenkins Lane is closed at B Street because the hot water piping
trench is being backfilled.

Cluster Court work continues with a gas line heading toward
‘Union Street.

Cueer Us Our -

Work steps ahead on the new stairs behind the Natural Resources building.

We Have Wear You NEED!

On B Street, south of 17th Street, work on the stairs has begun,

¢ 677-0300
j aaaceetae Shopping Center

and the sidewalk is detoured.

r

Half the Karshner House parking lot will be closed for three to

VaLLeY WeST Halr care

\ four weeks for trench work.

LITER SALE!
&

CONDITIONer

50 feet north and south of 11th Street, for about three weeks be-

DUOS

cause of reconstruction of the asphalt and sidewalk. Detou
rs
will be posted as necessary.

2 for ‘20
PAUL MITCHELL * ABBa * JOICO
BaCK TO BaSICS * MeXxxUS
BIOLAG
Geer onei9 © FONiece
Xsre

Hurry in,
while supplies last!

ESSENTIEL
ELEMENTS
AROMATHERAPY BODY CARE
A spa line of natural body care
products using pure essential
oils including Bath Salts, Bath
on
Beads, Bath Oils, Face & Body ;<*;

Mists, and Body Moisturizing
Lotions.

/

fo

%

Valley West

Guintoli/Janes Road

Ape
‘Sa

822-5991 » Mon-Sat

ion

pA
,

aracnMaRe te

RT

RR

+ ieee

f

ff

Witte

Walk-ins welcome!
=. S$)

Se

1031 H St. Arcata « 822-3450
2817 F St. * Eureka * 269-9560
RETIRE

SHAMPOO

All on-street parking will be prohibited between 7:30 a.m. and
0.30 p.m. on 11th Street between Qand K streets, including about
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Hemp
Tenth

Fest West
annual

PHOTOS BY Dave SEGuRA

2000

event mixes

arts,

crafts and hemp in all forms
BY Jessica GLEASON
MANAGING EDITOR

pirits
were
high
and
the
sun _ was_—
shining
Saturday at the 10th annual
Hemp Fest West as about 600 people
gathered in Redwood Park to celebrate

hemp in all forms.
Throughout

the

Roehr received a prescription to use
marijuana after a car accident left him
with back problems.
Fred Finney, an Arcata resident and
admitted pot smoker, said the event is
very much like it was last year, except
for the number of cops.
“There doesn’t seem to be as much of

a cop presence this year,” he said.
day

vendors

sold

The number of officers at Saturday’s

hemp products, activists urged for a
fight against cannabis-related prosecu-

event was the same as last year said

tion and the crowd remained hazy under a hovering cloud of marijuana
smoke, all as what few Arcata Police
Department officers were present
looked on.
“T’ve only seen two cops — last year
they were more obvious,” said Chuck
Roehr, an environmental biology sophomore and acard-carrying medical-marijuana patient.

he said perhaps their presence wasn’t
as felt because “people seemed to be be-

Arcata

Police Lt. Randy

Mendosa,

but

having themselves this year.”

Although 19 people were cited and one
arrested on marijuana-related charges,

Mendosa said Hemp Fest attendees were
“down-right manageable.” He said he
contributes much of the more subdued

see Hemp Fest, next page

Sunrise
Rainbow,
shown
celebrating

Hemp Fest,
Said,
“Hemp

Fest is a
chance to

speak out
without

somebody
telling you
The crowd of about 500 enjoys festivities at Hemp Fest (top).
Laurel from Salmon River, and Veronica from Arcata, demonStrate the art of drum making (above).

to shut up.”

10 *ComMMUN ae
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Hemp

eh
Colouy Tad

Fest

* Continued from page 9

Your own room

!

... foralotiess than dorms
» Pay as little as $280 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab

» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

atmosphere to the fact
cohol was not available
year’s event.
“Last year there were
very aggressive people

that alat this
several
in our

faces,” he said.

Mendosa said it is really hard
for officers to do their job while
people are “lighting up all
over.”

Mendosa said it is hard to
stay out of the political side of
the cannabis issue.
“If it’s against the law, we'll
enforce it,” he said. “If we
didn’t there would be a whole
other section of the public that
would come for our heads.”
He said officers are needed to
keep the event contained and to
remind people that Redwood
Park is for the whole community not just the event’s pot
smokers.

can receive the medicine they
need without legal prosecution
is one reason to celebrate at

Hemp Fest this year, said longtime cannabis
Conrad.

activist

Chris

At 2:15 p.m. he asked the
crowd to reflect on the proposition that not only brought California patients that right, but
also left a lot of them confused
over the law.
“It helped a lot of people ...
and got a lot of them into
trouble,” he said.

While he sees the passage of
measures like Proposition 215
as steps in the right direction,

he told the crowd it is only total legalization that will ensure

that hemp

year's Hemp Fest West 2000.
gen
gph ns
or
* re e2%F ee

822-1909

one person with a valid preScription to use marijuana at
the Hemp Fest.
The fact that people in pain

There were 19 citations and two arrests at this

Sea

455 Union Street

PHOTOS ay Dave Sequaa.

said.
He said he didn’t encounter

het ares,

Come Take A Lok!

“Our goal is to keep the family atmosphere in the park,” he

is used as a useful

natural resource.

Bet

a

ort

Bes

:

\REQUEST LINE:

ty KREK

while

pry my |
$7,

You Should |

i

a,

826-6077

KTH.

; 1p.

P

x

more PROTEIN
than 3 Eqgs

nals.”

uses for hemp and the P is for prison...”

Chris Conrad
long time cannabis activist
criminal penalties for persons
18 years or older who use marijuana or other hemp products.”

The bill requires marijuana
be regulated like an alcoholic
beverage and even grants amnesty to persons convicted in
the past of marijuanacrimes. _

“People should be judged by
their actions, not by their piss,”
he said. |

2002,” Conrad said.

Conrad urged the crowd to
vote so California can adopt an
initiative like Alaska’s Ballot

J.J. Baker of the Humboldt
Cannabis Action Network, the
organization putting on the an-

Measure No. 5 that, if passed,
“would do away with civil and

;

“The H is for Humboldt, E is for the environment it will save, M stands for the many

M stands for the mahy uses for

out Kids listen

.

A 10-minute massage for $5 was Just one of
many vendors at this year’s event.

“The H is for Humboldt, E is
for the environment it will save,
hemp and the P is for prison,
since our country has more
people in prison that anywhere
else in the world,” Conrad said.
He said legalization would
also stop the cannabis-related
prosecutions of “noncrimi-

.

“Expect California to do it in

nual event, also urged commu-

nity members

to get involved

and educate themselves about
the issues.
Baker said he was the
founder and operator of the
first legal cannabis center in
California when he opened
Club 215 in Arcata after Proposition 215 was passed.

He said the Hemp Fest West
2000 is rin solely by volunteers

working to repeal existing cannabis laws and hopes the event
will “urge people to grow their
own and take personal responsibility for their actions.”
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Two

locals aim for City Council position

Both candidates look to Eureka’s future economy and a unified council
BY Racwet

SaTHRUM

SCENE EDITOR
With the departure of councilman Jim Gupton from the
Eureka City Council, two longterm community members and

HSU graduates have decided to
step into the race for the second
ward seat in the Nov. 7 election.
Virginia

Bass-Jackson,

stay here if they
could find a job.”

Virginia Bass-Jackson
Bass-Jackson has lived in
Eureka for 38 years, all of her
life.
She graduated from Eureka
High School and from HSU
with a degree in business administration.

For the last 24 years she has
been involved in the restaurant
her father began, she said.
As a Eureka native she said I
always wanted to leave the area
but went to HSU and stayed involved in the family business.
Her perspective on the city
has changed.

She said it would be great to
be able to work with both HSU
and businesses interested in
coming up here to bring more
jobs to the area.
Bass-Jackson said one of the
reasons she decided to run was
that she because she doesn’t
feel good about the divisiveness
in the council, she said.
She said it is important to
find a consensus before moving
forward.
“T think I have leadership and
personal skills to help bring

said.

Virginia BassJackson

op-

erator of OH’s Townhouse and
Peter LaVallee, Youth Services
Bureau director are both looking to work toward the future
of Eureka’s economy and a unified city council as they head
into the final month of the race.

sarily financially, but service
based.”
“We need to make the
economy flourish without compromising the quality of life,”
she said.
The last couple of months
Bass-Jackson has talked with
her friends on how to bring
businesses into the area, she

“A lot of the students
come
because of the area
and would like to

The response she got was focused on a lack of an educated
work force in this area, she

potential City Council
member

said.

“A lot of the students come
“Kureka’s my home,” she
said. “Ten years ago I was driving down the road and realized
it is really beautiful.”
Bass-Jackson said her involvement as a parent volunteer at her children’s school
was

a Starting

point

She said she would like to see
the community get more involved in city decisions.

about a positive atmosphere in

because of the area and would

the council,” she said.

like to stay here if they could
find a job,” she said.

see Council, next page

One goal Bass-Jackson has
came from a friend’s sugges-

tion for an adopt-a-park program.
It would be similar to the
adopt-a-highway program, she
said.
Service clubs and other community groups can adopt a section of the highway to clean
and will be responsible for
keeping it clean.
The city does not have a
maintenance budget to keep
the parks up, she said.

for her

community involvement.
She was president of the
Kiwanis Club and is a member
of the chamber of commerce
board of directors and the California Restaurant Association

on both the state and local levels.

“I think most importantly
the city needs to regain the confidence of the community.
People feel left in the dark,” she
said.

“T would like to see individu-

als invest in the community,”
Bass-Jackson said, “not neces-

1027 I St.

Wildwood
Music
1027

I Street

Arcata,

1940 Regal Archtop, Top of the Line...$900
Johnson Squareneck ‘Dobro’ Guitar...$439
Gibson RB-4 Mastertone Banjo w/case...$2000
Seagull Guitars from Canada...many in stock

Martin Guitars...15 in stock...from $680

Monday y Night Football!
Enjoy the game on
the big screen! During
the game get $4 Appetizer Specials:
e Potato Skins

e Lost Coast Nachos

e Jalapefio Poppers
e Taquitos

Oey
Sp. Qa”

$6.50 pitchers of Lost Coast Beer

the
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r in
ned

Food Served Until Midnight.

)po-

TSMC
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‘an-
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FOYER
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for super special prices on our greatLost

4

9.29-

A great place to study & relax.

Sob

ee

yon-

F

1 990-2000

YOU'RE JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY!
°
617 4TH STREET ¢ EUREKA ¢ 445-4480
FOOD SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT EVERY NIGHT e HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 4-6 P.M.

GALLERY

©

10. ra,

oe

loi

Coast Brewery menu items and beer!

ent
leir

95521

Charles Fox Sonoma Dreadnaught Guitar...$1500

www.wildwood.ws

out

CA

Johnson Metal Tricone, New, $1650 new ...SALE $999

Taylor Guitars...many in stock

vist

Arcata,
CA

(se:

Mon-Sat: 10:30-5:30
Sun: Noon-4

822-6264
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Furniture
m™EUTONS
Solid Wood Finished and Unfinished
=) Futons, Beds,
Dressers, Bookcases,

Computer Desks, Tables,
Lamps, Rugs & More.

622-0319
OPEN

7 DAYS

. MON

- SAT

10-6

SUN

TH EXCHANGE

FURNITURE

ON

WORLD

PLAZA

Wide

IA.

A

THe

12-5

Ii

BELOW.

SF

SIF

®AVEL SERV

* Continued from previous page
Peter La Vallee
La Vallee, a political science
graduate of HSU, has been in
the county since 1970 and has
spent most of his time living in
Eureka.

Originally from Detroit,
Mich., La Vallee has been the
director of the Youth Service
Bureau of the Redwood Community Action Agency for 15
years.
For five of those years he was
the department’s head in
Weaverville.
He said he knows the community and knows people have to
work hard to make a living in
the job market in the area.
One of the reasons La Vallee
said he is running is to help
young people develop success.
His

bmw

QUIITZ QGUUITL

Council

involvement

in YSB

in-

cludes overseeing school-based

LY

intervention,

mentoring

and

“I see us developing
light industries that
provide sustainable
wages and small
business sprouting
up along the waterfront that support

our natural beauty.”
Peter La Vallee
potential City Council
member

youth outreach programs.
“We are so fearful of young
people — we lock them up,” he
said. “They should be considered assets.”
“My big issue is the general
plan. It is a foundation of where
we will go in the future. We
need to use it as our template.”
The plan addresses economic, zoning and development issues, he said.
“We need to attract jobs and

VOLUNTEER,

EXTEND A HAND..OFFER }{O?E!

Let Dalianes Travel be your
travel advisor to the world.

Rr

ia

town area.

The North Coast Rape Crisis Team is
seeking volunteers to staff our 24-hour
crisis line. Training begins in October.
Please call 443-2737
for more information.

Our experience is the world!

On-Campus

Hours
Mon - Tues: 9am - 4pm
Wed: 10am - 4pm

Sunday Morning

str# 2007 118-10

For questions & personal support,
contact Carl Stenzel, M. Div.,
Lutheran Campus Minister.

SI
Off
medium size pizza
$2 Off
large size pizza

: Open Mon-Thur: 11 am- 9 pm, Fri & Sat: 11 am- 10 pm, Sun: 2-9 pm
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

101

* In Arcata only
* Limit I coupon per family
* Expires 10/31/00

e-mail: lutheran @ axe.humbolat.edu
www./iutheranchurcharcata.com

Oo
eS

1504 G St., Arcata
822-6199

phone: 822-5117

‘<

Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza

Worship

9:30 am at the Lutheran Church of
Arcata, 151 East 16th Street (carpool
available at the “J”, 9:10 am).

- 4pm

eeeveeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees

ALW YORK,.

pm, starting August
at the Karshner
the Depot) and
find space.

14th St.

Union St.

Th - Fri: 9am

Bible Study

Thursdays from 7 to 8
31. We’ll get together
Lounge (upstairs from
meet wherever we can

707.822.7676

industries in the community
that pay minimum wage and
have benefits,” he said.
“Tlike the quality of life here.
I don’t want to live in the Bay
Area where I have to deal with
commutes, traffic, high rent
and high mortage,” he said.
“You know your neighbors —
that appeals to me. There’s a
sense of community,” he said.
La Vallee said there is a character in this town that he likes,
but does not like the way Broadway Street and the mall have
been developed.
He said we should support a
town and business that grows
with character.
La Vallee said he is in favor
of development that supports
the center — Eureka’s down-

16th St.

mi

He said another issue that
needs to be addressed is how to
keep Eureka comfortable to live
in and economically viable.
“T see us developing light industries that provide sustainable wages and small business
sprouting up along the water-front that support our natural
beauty,” he said.
La Vallee said there is not
enough communication between the city council and its
residents.

“We need more input from
city residents; students are a
part of this city,” he said.
Eureka has a youth council
and he said he hopes to get the
members more involved and to
see their opinion make a difference.
He also he hopes to see a cit}
council that includes its residents in providing
input
through advisories and committees.
Two other candidates are on
the ballot.

Duff Huetner has withdrawn, but it was to late to take
his name off the ballot.
Brent McCoy

did not return

phone calls from the ‘Jack.

|
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Bikers ride into Old Town,

| comare on

with-

;

o take

BurGess

Eureka

Participants in Bikes on the Bay ride into town (top). Crowd members participate in the festivities at Bikes on th e Bay (middle). Two area models from
the Bridal Boutique participate in the biker fashion show (bottom left). This

classic 1941 Indian Chief was on display at the event (bottom right).
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Science

faculty offices, three lecture
halls, computer labs and a psychology clinic. In addition, the
Native American Studies department will also relocated
there, and the building will feature a gathering room for ceremonies and art exhibition
space.
Neighbors-of the campus
claim the new building will dramatically increase traffic flows
in an area al-

FROM LUMBERJACK STAFF REPORTS
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Traffic issues related to the

soon-to-be constructed Behav-
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¢ Transmission Service to go with
Front End & Real Wheel Alignment

ioral and Social Sciences Building were revisited Monday
night.
Neighboring
residents
showed up in force to voice
their concerns on the project.
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BEERS!

Humboldt Pale Ale
Humboldt Hefeweizen

Summer Nectar

Humboldt Hemp

Winter Nectar

Humboldt Oatmeal Stout

DELICIOUS PUB FOOD
Fresh Ground Beef
Highest Quality Chicken Wings
Homemade Dressing
Eureka Baking Co. Breads
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Fish & Chips made with Fresh Fish
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Traffic and parking issues revisited by Arcata residents
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building debate
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churches

in

“ ae :
Jack

Harvey

forestry senior
is to be

erected.
Three key issues were raised

in conjunction with possible
impacts from the building:
parking near the building: traffic flows on adjoining streets
and pedestrian access to and
from the facility.
Representatives from Quad/
Knopf Consultants, the firm
hired to draft the project, were
on hand to collect public comments, to be considered when
the firm conducts a traffic survey and analysis on the affected
area.
The new building, to be located at the corner of Union
and 16th streets, will consolidate several departments currently disbursed across campus, including the anthropology, philosophy, psychology, religious studies and social work
departments, to name a few.
Language departments, such
as German, Chinese and Spanish, will also be relocated there.
The building will house 92

ree ey

cerned

ec

with

the element of
parking because no additional
parking is proposed to accommodate the new building. Resi-

dents say students

trying to

park as close to the facility as

possible will end up in front of
their homes.
Critics of the site contend
that the location of the building would make pedestrian access difficult because it forces
students and visitors to walk
along steep, narrow streets that
are without sidewalks.
Responding to such concerns, HSU’s Physical Services
Director Ken Combs maintained the traffic and parking
issues were moot points.
“As the building represents
more of a modernization and
consolidation of facilities,
rather than an expansion, no
additional parking pressure is
anticipated,” Combs said.
He said it will most likely result in a redistribution of parking loads among the campus’
various lots.
On the issue of traffic, how-

ever, there was some discrepancy between information supplied by the university and
what was compiled by city staff.
According to Combs, a 1993
study used to evaluate traffic
flows on Union Street estimated a daily load of 600 vehicles.
At the meeting, Combs aamitted that those figures were
compiled from previously gathered estimates, and were not
based on actual traffic survey
data.
A 24-hour survey conducted

by

the

of

that

that study,

The project’s plans call for 11
handicapped parking spaces to
accommodate disabled students and visitors.
No changes in the plan were

addresse to include sidewalks
to accommodate foot traffic to
and from the building.
For all the criticism neighbors have voiced, the project is
not without support .
This support comes from the
students it will eventually
serve.
Jack Harvey, a forestry senior who attended the meeting,
said neighbors living near the
campus should have considered traffic impacts long before
settling down in the area.
“As I understand it, traffic’s
been this way since some of the
professors teaching here attended classes here,” Harvey
said.

“It seems to me that the folks
speaking out just don’t want to
see any changes take place.
They just need to come to terms
and deal with it.”

Elephant Pint Night

9 p.m. - Midnight
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Saturday

2Ibs. Wings $11.50

2 Fish Tacos & Chips $4.75

Russell L. Davis D.D.S.
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Happy Hour

20% Student Discount for Initial Exam and X-Rays

WELCOME HSU STUDENTS!
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that an up-to-date traffic count
is needed before proceeding
with the project to assess what
impacts the new facility could
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Biosphere 2

An exclusive report of three HSU students that lived inside the dome
BY Micnwaet A.

BRONFMAN

real-life systems. I think it was
a great experience,” he said.
Apperson said he conducted
research with top-notch biologists, botanists, geologists and

SCIENCE EDITOR

hile many students were sit
ting in class last

ted
Ary

Earth-system modelers
Columbia University.

spring semester, four HSU stu-

C

dents joined 84 other college
students to live and work at
Biosphere 2 Center where they
studied hands-on environmental science and planning.
Instead of earning units the
old-fashioned way, HSU students went to study in the

hat

bed

ACY
Pde

nt
ng
at

“(Biosphere
:

ines
Meow

(

good way

as

Rainforest
A

—~

2) was

to study

from

a very

the science

of the Earth. The materials and
the interactions between all the
individuals and learning about
the Earth systems was really

cool,” he said.
The program lasted 17 weeks.
In Biosphere 2 the intent was
to see if humans could live en-

ld

Sonoran Desert at Biosphere 2,
which is an ongoing ecological

11

experiment inside a tightly
sealed glass and steel structure

the

on 3.15 acres near Oracle, Ariz.

Food options were limited
and pesticides within the
inhabitant’s bodies polluted the
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t
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Biosphere

1 refers

to the

searchers and professors.
“It’s an amazing experience.
It’s life altering,” said Jane

learned a lot about the world
and where I fit in with it.”
A biosphere is the Earth ecosystem, its life and its interac-

tion with inanimate objects.
Contained within are seven
complete biomes that mirror

those of Earth.

A biome

is a

major geographic region, like
a grassland or rain forest
which contains a distinctive
community of plants, animals,
fungi, etc., according to the

ieee owar

SN

Ss SSR

ia

Random House Webster’s College Dictionary.
The systems include an
ocean, a desert, a Savanna, a
rainforest, a marsh, an area of
intensive agriculture and a human habitat.
“Lungs” control internal
oxygen flow within the dome.
Biosphere 2 began in i991,
ind is designed to exist for 100
years, providing valuable data
to help scientists better understand how the world works.

The biosphere
ment

that

is an experi-

provides

insights

into the complex and evolving
world, according to the Bio
sphere
2
Web
site
at

biospherians

ran

across

problem, Northrop said.

Earth and everything on it.
Biosphere 2 is an attempt to
recreate Biosphere 1 and is run
by Columbia University re-

Northrop, a natural resources
interpretation
senior.
“I

1g,

closed on another planet, but

biosphere, she said.
Oxygen levels dropped because the concrete foundation

was absorbing carbon dioxide,

Biosphere

People live within the artifical structure, a simulation of the Earth

GRAPHIC BY lan CoLvERT

Apperson said. Since there was
little carbon dioxide in Bio-

sphere 2, trees were not able to
make more oxygen.
HSU student Corinne Truffa

Right: Students are

also went

involved with hands-

to Biosphere

2 but

could not be contacted.
“(Going to Biosphere 2) was
a life altering experience,” said
Elizabeth Salmon, an environmental resources engineering
sophomores.
“There
have been many

on learning and travel
outside the Sonoran
Desert for while at the

Biosphere 2 program
in Oracle, Ariz.

places in my life that have inspired me to protect the environment, but the Earth Semester program at the biosphere

www.bio2.edu.
“Biospherians”
research
more than 60 topics, including
carbon dioxide and oxygen
cycles, soil composition, coral
reef health and vitality, agricultural pest management and
waste and water recycling. Every two weeks, the biospherians
send the collected samples they
1ave collected through the
airlock
to scientific consultants
and analytic laboratories for
study, according to the Web site.
“T fell in love with geology
and have a much deeper under

gave me the insight and practical knowledge to start.
“The professors were wonderful, fresh and able to give
real-life advice and perspectives. Also, being part of a tribe
of 88 students somewhat iso
lated from ‘civilization’ had its
own trials and rewards, from
which I have come away with
some lifelong friends,” Salmon
said.

Northrop,

standing of ecosystems and ge
ology and how they are interconnected,” Arron Apperson,
an engineering senior.said.
“The class size in ratio to the
teacher was conducive to learn-

ing;

there

were

more

than

enough professors to answer
questions.
“(We learned) how to_set up
an ecosystem, looked at how the

systems of the Earth interconnect, modeled the carbon cycle
and built a bunch of reservoirs
replicating oceans. We made
systems that closely represent

Salmon said
the Centro
Estudios
Oceanos, A.

Apperson

and

their field trips to
Intercultural de
de
Desertos
y
C.(CEDO for short)

see Biosphere 2, page 18
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Humboldt Bay

Landmark part of California history

BY KimsBerty Horc
LUMBERJACK STAFF

While Humboldt Bay has
changed considerably throughout the years, its natural serene
setting has attracted people to

the
area
for
centuries.
Humboldt Bay has a long history and some say it is the
single most important feature
in Humboldt County.
“This area was untouched by
the white man for centuries. It
wasn’t until about 1850 that it
got discovered,” said Daiena
Hills, cruise director of the

Humboldt Bay Harbor Cruise.
The Wiyot Indians had lived
in the area around the bay from
since 500 B.C.. In 1806, Captain
Jonathan Winship, an American working for the Russians,
sailed his ship into the bay in

search of sea otter pelts. The
bay was not discovered again
until December 1849, primarily
because it looked like a moun‘tain

from

the

ocean.

All the

Spanish explorers could see
were trees, Hills said.
Explorers came to the bay
from the gold mines of Trinity
River seeking a better way to

receive supplies. It was named

Humboldt Back & Neck Pain Center
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors

1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

839-6300
Most Insurance Accepted

Painless Payment Plans

the Trinity Bay at that time. On
April 23, 1850 the Baltimore
Clipper, sailed from San Francisco and discovered the bay.
The ship’s crew gave the bay its
present name. The name was
given in honor of the German
naturalist and explorer, Baron
Alexander Von Humboldt. The
Humboldt Bay, Arcata and Eureka were supply and transportation center during the gold
rush to the Klamath and Trinity rivers, Hills said.
is
“Eureka
one
of
California’s historic landmarks, and this location allowed miners, loggers and fish
ermen to settle here in 1850,”
Said Jeanine Webster of the Eureka Chamber of Commerce
“Gold had been discovered in
the Trinity region and miners
needed a more convenient
route than the overland route
from Sacramento. Vessels then
arrived in the Humboldt Bay

and supplied the miners. Many
of the people looking for gold
were also lumbermen

Visit our website at: www.humboldtbackdocs.com

Four

later there were

in Eureka, she said. Five years
later, 140 lumber schooners Op-

622-3751

erated

in Humboldt

plying lumber

Restaurant:
/ DAYS A WEEK

8am-Ifpm

Happy Hour
8-10PM

COME SEE OUR
MARTINI MENU!
featuring over

The Alibi Crew cares about

60 Martinis!

responsibly.

aT

years

seven mills processing lumber

1 ON THE PLAZA
144 9th Street

Please drink

and the

potential in this area was soon
realized,” she said.

AND VISA ACCEPTED

Bay, sup-

to other boom-

ing cities along the coast.
“There was a big earthquake
in San

Francisco

in 1906 and

after that this area’s mill and
ferry industries increased. The
bay used to get 1,500 passengers
a day and back then people

were not aware of the ecological system so the bay got dirty.

PHOTO BY RACHEL SaATHRUM

The Madaket is one of the many boats that call
Humboldt Bay home.
The bay is now clean and back
to its natural, scenic state,”
Hills said.
The bay is cleaner today be-

cause of government protection of the wetlands started in
the ’70s. The bay is used less
since

the Samoa

Bridge

was

built. The bridge closed the ferryboat industry and opened up

the Harbor District, Hills said.
“The Harbor District was set
up in 1973 and is concerned
with
any
aspect
of
the
Humboldt Bay. There is an

elected representative from
each district within a county,”
said Ron Fritzche, the third
division commissioner and a

professor of fisheries.
The purpose is to use the bay

and preserve it for the future.
He said there was a bad situa-

tion in Fields Landing concerning machinery that launched
the boats and the Harbor District had to fix it. The county

and state paid for it to be fixed,
he said

see Humboldt, next page
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Before the Samoa Bridge was
built in 1971, ferries took workers to various mills along the
shoreline of Humboldt Bay.
When the bridge put these ves-

Marine Fisheries Statistical
Unit in the 2000 Humboldt
County Economic and Demographic Almanac.
“LT have lived in Eurekasince

sels out of service, the Madaket
1946 and there has beenaslow,
then became the Humboldt
Bay _ steady increase in the popula-

The goal was to straighten
out and deepen it to make

aty,

Harbor Cruise Flag Boat.

safer for boats to go through it.

tion here. Portuguese and Ital-

The boat was built on the _ ian people settled here mainly

alten

The purpose of this project
was to make the bay safer and
more modernized, he said.
“The Humboldt Bay is one of
the most dangerous to enter.

a

ird

ety
a

ie

past and present look at the Bay

* Continued from previous page
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Docks by the Adorni Center are a spot for people to look at the scenic view.
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The boat is the oldest passen-

tua-

ger-carrying vessel incontinu-

ern-

ous service

hed

States, Hills said.

Dis-

“The Maritime Museum
owns the Madaket;the museum
the
of
is like a parent
Madaket’s,” Hills said.
The fast growth of the lumber industry soon gave way to
the development of the railroad
system in this area. In 1914, the
Northwestern Pacific Railroad
was established between San
Francisco and Eureka. Salmon
fisheries started along the Eel

inty
xed,
—
age

bermen
were

because

those jobs’

available here,” Webster

in the United _ said.

River in 1851.

ous jurisdictions though. It is
a state-owned property and if
youwanttoputapieroutinthe
bay infront of yourrestaurant
or house, you have to comply
with the environmental laws
and decision-making authorities. The same as far as if you
want to grow oysters, you have

them

The shipping channels fill in
over time so they are dredged,

is still the

to keep them maintained. The

center for commerce in Eureka

Army Corps of Engineers used
to be paid by the government to

“Today,

the bay

and home to more than 300 fishing vessels which land more
rockfish, Dungeness crab,
salmon, shrimp and oysters
than any other region in California,” Webster said.
The fish catch for specific
northern California ports

stated Eureka had almost 9 million pounds of fish coming in
at the value of under $8 million
in

1998,

according

to the

De-

partment of Fish and Game's

3:
‘meet?

;

The deeper channel also al-

“(The bay) goes through vari-

to pay a tax to grow
there,” Fritzche said.

be a horrible situa-

tion,” Fritzsche said.

Poy

dredge the channels. In the past
decade there has been cost

lows modern

ships designed

with a deeper
Before this
modern ships
cific could
Humboldt Bay

keel.
was done many
in the North Panot enter the
and now 85 per-

cent of the ships can, he said.

The

money

for the project

was obtained through a loan
from the Six Rivers National
Bank.
A small tariff is issued to

boats using the bay so the loan
can be paid back.
The-expense was so big that
it leaves the Harbor District
unable to do another project

until

the

loan

is paid

off,

mainly because of the money
involved in doing it, Fritzche

Fritzche said.
A new marine terminal
project is being talked about
but can’t be worked on, he said.
There is also the Humboldt
Bay Management Planning
Committee, which makes management plans for the bay and
meets on the second Thursday
of each month at various loca-

said.

tions.

sharing which makes area citizens pay, he said.
The
Harbor-Deepening
Project is the last major bay

project to be worked on and it
created opposition from some
people in the community.

TIRED OF RENTING?
Then you can’t afford not to buy
this mobile home, located in a
mobile home park directly off Old
Arcata Road. Enjoy living in this
two bedroom home within easy
commute to Humboldt State.
Then sell the home once you've
graduated! Great housing solution
for only $16,000: Please call me if

you're ready to make that move or
if you're looking to buy something a
little larger.

TANYA RODGERS
Realtor/Notary
Sellers Realty
985 G St.,Arcata

822-5971 Freeae
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Biosphere
¢ Continued from

2:

A semester of hands-on learning |in We dome for HSU Students :

need to research his/her own financial aid options,” Salmon

page 15

and the Intercultural Center for
the study of Deserts and
Oceans Inc. in Puerto Penasco,
Mexico, and the Anza-Borrego
desert were definitely the highlights.
They learned about ecosystems while wading through
tidal pools and hiking through
steep rock canyons.
“Allowing us to determine research projects of our own and

“There will be no one to help
you. I had the unfortunate experience of realizing too late
that I missed out on $4000 worth
of aid set aside for me, simply
because I didn’t make a timely
phone call.”
A prospective student must
be flexible; sudden changes to
the schedule are inevitable and
can sometimes be disconcert-

guiding

ing, Salmon said.

us on how

to pursue

them was a priceless experience,” Salmon said.
“T would definitely recommend the Earth Semester program with some important advice.

“(A

prospective

student)

“1 missed out on
$4000 worth of aid
set aside for me,
simply because |

said.

didn’t make a timely
phone call.”
Elizabeth Salmon
Biosphere 2 student
tal estimated cost is $15,025, ac-

cording to the Web site.
Part-time jobs and several
scholarships are available. For
more information check out
the Biosphere 2 Web site or call

The cost of tuition per semester is $12,075 and room is $1,500.
Other fees total $800. Meals are
not included, but students are
provided a fully equipped
kitchen and weekly transporta-

Michael R.Omiecinski, the Columbia University Biosphere 2

Center director of student ad-

tion to a grocery store. The to-

missions at (520) 896-5077.
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Biosphere 2 Center is a state-of-the-art learning
facility created to replicate Earth systems.
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Popular band members

stir up Comotion

Players from Leftover Salmon and The String Cheese Incident join forces
et
“Ee

BY Kary

Bee

RRO

ai we

od

SR

Lancer

LUMBERJACK STAFF

luegrass,

folk, jazz,

Celtic and more will
be merged
when
Comotion hits the stage at Café
Tomo

tonight at 9:30.

The band includes members
from

The

String Cheese

Inci-

dent, the David Grisam Quintet
and Leftover Salmon.
Lincoln Wachtel, general
manager and in-house promo-

tor for Café Tomo is excited to
have the band play locally.
“We've had Leftover Salmon
play here twice and both shows

sold out. I expect the same to
happen
with
Comotion,”
Wachtel said. A friend let him
know about Comotion.
“He heard there was a band
coming out with members from
other bands we liked. I am totally psyched for this show,” he

said.
Tye North, the electric bass
player, said in a phone interview from Portland, Ore., that
the whole group is excited to be
playing in Arcata.
“This is the group’s first tour
together. We just want the audience to enjoy the show more
than anything,” North said.
North said the band is
unique because of its past experiences. The members have
played in many other bands
and have been influenced by all
different forms of music.
The band members are from
various places, ranging from
the Bay Area to Colorado. This
can cause some problems for rehearsals and performances, he
said.
“We have to carefully manage our time to get the opportunity to practice and tour,”
North said.
The experience and time the
members have had in music is
phenomenal.

“Darol Anger and Mike
Marshall have been playing for
25 years. There are some real
deep connections,” North said.

Anger plays the violin. He
has developed contemporary
string playing techniques for
more than two decades. Anger

played with the Turtle Island

en

ace

PHOTO COURTESY

OF Woopy

CARROLL

Comotion band members include (left to right) Aaron Johnston, Mike Marshall, Tye North, Paul
McCandless, Michael Kang, Darol Anger and Jeff Sipe.
String Quartet and the Anger
Marshall Band.
He also teaches at the Berklee
School of Music and is a contributing editor for Strings
magazine.

Aaron Johnston plays the
drums and percussion. He has
toured with the Pete Escovedo
Orchestra, Encore and many
others. He has also played in his
own
group,
The
Aaron
Johnston Trio. The trio has re-

corded three jazz CDs that
Johnston also produced.
Michael Kang plays electric
and acoustic mandolins for the
band. He is also an accomplished violinist. He plays with
The String Cheese Incident and
has been playing bluegrass
since he was exposed to it in the
early ’90s during trips to
Alaska.

Marshall

is

a_

talented

multistring-instrumentalist
who will be playing the steel
and nylon string guitar, the

cello guitar and the ouditar. He

musicians at the Oregon Coun-

joined the David Grisman
Quintet in 1979 when he was 19.
Marshall and Anger formed
the group Montreaux in 1983
with three other people.
Montreaux has five records and
has been nominated for a
Grammy. His most recent solo
CD is called “Brasil Duets” and
he has also formed a group
called Choro Famoso.
Paul McCandless’ music career has produced more than
100 albums. He plays the saxophone, oboe and bass clarinet.
He is best Known as a member
of Paul Winter Consort and the
quartet Oregon. He has played
with the Pittsburgh Symphony

try Fair in 1993.

at Carnegie Hall and for the
United Nations.
North has been around the
music scene his whole life. His
father was in the group The
Holy Modal Rounders. North

joined

the

band

Leftover

Salmon

soon

after he met

the

“Leftover Salmon was a big
influence. The whole music
scene was very family oriented.
Not in a G-rated way but people
would leave sweaty from dancing and they would leave with
more friends,” North said.
The band has festivals to
thank for getting all the members together.

“Festivals are the only time
musicians can really hang out
to meet each other,” North said.
“Bluegrass festivals are mostly
how we all met.”
Jeff Sipe performs on the
drums. He was also in Leftover
Salmon and in Colonel Bruce
Hampton’s Aquarium Rescue
Unit.
He has collaborated with
many artists and is considered
to be a listening drummer: a
musician that can support as he
leads.
Comotion is touring to pro-

mote the release of its first album, “Head West.”
“It was a fun record to make.
We all contributed to it. There
are real deep connections in the
band,” North said.
The band’s music is described as a melding of differ-

ent genres and world rhythms.
Bluegrass, Celtic and jazz
can be heard in their performances.
“Everybody comes from different directions. Some spout
jazz and we just try to draw
from all of it. The drummers
add a lot. We have two. They are
very cultural,” North said.
Comotion’s show is one of
nine on an exclusive West Coast
tour. The show begins at 9:30
p.m. but dinner is served ai 6:00

p.m,
Tickets sell for $25
available at People’s
the Works, The Metro
Tapes and on the
www.ticketweb.com.

and are
Records,
CDs and
Web at
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Kruger touts independence

SIX RIVERS BREWERY
Brew with a View
Top of the Hill, McKinleyville

Self-made singer to perform two shows

Entertainment
Oct 4-Oct 11

www.sixriversbrewery.com
BY Racnet SaTHRUM

Microbrews and the Great Live Music
THURSDAYS

SCENE EDITOR

cnece Dinner Jazz BLUEGRASS
members

VIGHT

em
>f

Se

SPANK

Bo

Music

Kristy Kruger is striking out
on her own, traveling around
the West Coast in her gray
Mazda Protégé as part of her
“minimum wage” tour.

Compost Mt Boys

8pm-Close

|Music

Friday

8pm-Close

Oct

Gth

Live in Concert on TWO Stages
Bluegrass to Greengrass

Miniter Hollow

from 1 to 3 p.m. at Muddy Waters and at 8 p.m. at Six Rivers
Brewery.

She is an independent musician determined to make a liv-

Two of the Finest

Jam Bands around

Music

8pm/Only

starts

@
ni

“SESSIONS

PC. & Friends

Music 8-11pm/Free|

$5

MONDAYS

MONDAY

NIGHT

FOOTBALL

| Acoustic Talent Open Mic

COMING,

Music

SOON:

9pm/Free

10/15 “The Itals” |e gendary ie

She will showcase her lyricdriven acoustic rock with blues
and folk influences Saturday

ing playing music, she said in
a telephone interview from Los

Angeles.
“IT book my own tours, do my
own driving and own loading,”

she said, “It’s tough but it’s going good.”
This is her seventh tour. Be-

sides promoting
she

is working

her albums,
on building

a

Pe

following, she said.

from Jamaica

“When you have a grass-roots

10/20" Tinsley Ellis” Legendary Biues
Guitar Master
u

approach you want to develop

ALL CONCERTS & EVENTS ARE PRODUCED &
PROMOTED BY: EARTHSHINE PRODUCTIONS

see Kruger, page 22

are

Join us for Dinner, Tasty

“3

PHOTO COURTESY OF FrED Lazo

Female vocalist, Kristy Kruger is traveling solo
around the country to promote her latest CD.

: www.humboldt.edu/~carts
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Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm
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: Wednesday, October 25

rhythms & infectious

Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

pop/rock from this award-

—
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:; dazzling new work, “You
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Walk.”

Saturday, October 28

: everything from bluegrass to
: country classics!
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Riders In
The Sky

Mark Morris
Dance Group

soon:

Saturday,
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11/8
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Voices of Mali

November 4

Van Duzer Theatre
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| A hilarious mix of comedy and

insinuatingly sensual,

: genuine cowboy music!
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Because We Can Productions Modestly Presents

Tue Most FOOT STOMPIN’, TA/L SHAKIN’, NO MONEY COSTIN’,
NATURAL ENERGY USIN’, LOW WASTE CREATIN’

BLUEGRASS & ACOUSTIC FESTIVAL ON THE NORTH COAST
a

>)

a

FEATURING

"COMPOST MT. BOYS
LAZYBONES

BRING A PICNIC
& A BLANKET!

MUDDPUDDLE

(FOOD & BEVERAGES

MAD RIVER RAMBLERS
SEAN & CHRISTIAN
CLARRIDGE FAMILY FIDDLERS

WILL NOT BE SOLD, so

:

BYO-EVERYTHING!)

“Leave Onty Sweat Stans!

PLus A THUNDER JAM
rer
WITH AS MANY MUSICIANS AS PHYSICS & =

; Sue
nL

oe,
;

coset.
PLEASE TRY TO
PACK OUT WHAT YOU PACK IN!

vite

THE FIRE MARSHAL WILL ALLOW ONSTAGE!

THIS SUNDAY!!!

REDWOOD PARK, ARCATA

NOON UNTIL THE BANDS DROP «rounn « * ABSOLUTELY
a
®

ya
*Actually,

CC A

Saha
BOWNG SUPPLE

JINRICKSHAW
PRODUCTIONS

we can't back that number up. Truth be told, as far as we know, this is the first ever Picnic cnic

inin t the Park...

“347” ” waswe just

GI0AM
:

ARCATA
4

Fae)
[

Student-Run Radio ET ECTRIC CAR

a blatant
attempt to attract
attention.
a
act
atte

FREE!

vie

Quake

Mad River
?

APM

Brewing Co.
e

We fe would | ike to apologize
f
to you, the astute and potentially “false advertising” lawsuit-bringing poster-reader, for the liberty taken with the truth
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Kruger:

singer employs storytelling techniques to share autobiographical lyrics

* Continued from page 20

a following; you have to come
through
town
regularly,”
Kruger said.
Her last appearance on the
North Coast was in April at Six

“It’s a stripped down, intimate album. It’s
like | am sitting in your living room.”
Kristy Kriiger
lyricist and musician

Rivers Brewery.

“T feel if I remain persistent,
that good things will happen. If
people genuinely like the show,

bars. I feel it is what I can write
the best about,” she said.
Kruger started playing piano

they will come back,” she said.

She will be sharing songs
from both of her CDs, “The
Bachelor of Apathy” and “The
Noise I Make,” and other new
songs.
“T have a large. repertoire of
music, more than 100 songs
from all different years,” she
said.
“I pretty

much

write

at

alone, playing music, playing at

5.

By

the

time

was

training,

composing

abilities.
In 1994 she won the Dee Bee
Award from Downbeat magazine for a jazz composition.

To Qualified Women, Men and Teens
for information about how you may be
eligible for the PACT Program: 442-5709.

2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka

“a

442-5709

DVDS

college.
“It’s a stripped down,

also said she resembles Ani
DiFranco and Rickie Lee Jones
in sound.

inti-

mate album. It’s like I am sitting in your living room,” she
said.
“Every person in the world
makes a noise. Whatever you
decided to do, it’s your noise,”
she said.
Lyrics from the record are

experiences

on

the

The line reflective of the
album’s title reads,“no one
hears a noise I make, so I guess
I’ll just sing to the cakes.”

www.ppeureka.com —

« Psychotronic *« Hard to Find

music to a rockish Fiona Apple
and a hipper Tori Amos. They

one was listening, she said.

Planned Parenthood

Beatles, Ani DiFranco, Lucinda

Williams and Tom Petty.
“T love Tom Petty; I’m a huge

The first release was recorded
with her band when she was in

“Singing to the Cakes” is a
song that recalls the time she
played at a coffee shop and no

Six Rivers

songs with good lyrics; it makes
the song that much more powerful,” she said.
Kruger said her influences
lyrically are Paul Simon, The

fan. I also like Aimee Mann and
Willie Nelson,” she said.
Critics have compared her

Kriiger’s
road.

P
Testing and Counseling,
Birth Control,
HIV & STD Testing Vasectomy and Abortion Services
Call for drop-in dlinic hours and appointments

Imports « Out of Print

~

write songs. I have always liked

Krtiger said her new CD “The
Noise I Make” is appropriately
titled since it is a solo album.

about relationships, trying to
make a living, people growing
old together and some of

Call Six Rivers Planned Parenthood

Rare

and

competing in the classical piano world.
She studied jazz in high
school, won awards for her
compositions and received
scholarships for her musical

Free, Confidential Family Planning Services

(J

she

reached the eighth grade she

about

my life — relationships, traveling around the United States

age

“It’s a very
prestigious
award,” she said.
The category she won in is
very different from what she
performs regularly, she said.

lyrics and sings them like a storyteller.
“It’s just kind of the way I

She writes conversational

As an independent, self-promoting artist, Kriiger is on the
road often.
She said she likes a lot of
things about traveling.

“What I enjoy most is being
in a new city, making friends
with complete strangers and
meeting strange gas station attendants,” Krtiger said.

“T enjoy the experiences and
meeting people that have been
affected by my music,” she
said.
The musical connection she

said she makes with people is
what makes her put up with the
negatives of the industry.

tour, Kruger returns to her Dal-

las home to recooperate.
She usually tours once every
season, she said.
One of the reasons she said
she moved back to Texas was
the family-orientated music
scene.
She said things are a little
more down home.
“From

said.

In Texas, people in the club
will pass around a tip jar for
performers, she said.
“They don’t do that in L.A.,”
she said.
Kruger graduated from University of Southern California

with a degree in music industry. She operates her own Dallas-based label, Do it Yerself
Records.
For more information about
Kruger, check out her Web site,
www.texasgirl.org. Her CDs
can
be’
purchased _ as
www.cdbaby.com.
Her afternoon
show
at
Muddy Waters is free. Tickets
for her 8 p.m. Six Rivers Brew-

ery performance are $2 and can
be purchased at the door.

Uh

AFRICA

This year the cast of MTV's
‘The Real World’ went to Africa.
Now you can too!

seo

®PRESENTS®
2000 Fall Concert Schedule
Oct.

7

Faculty Artist Series
John Milbauer, piano
(Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8 pm)

Oct.

14

Symphonic Band *
North Coast H.$. Honor Band
(Van

Oct.

21

Enter for a chance to win at your
local Council Travel office or at
counciltravel.com

This trip to Africa is provided by

Duzer Theatre, 8 pm)

Faculty Artist Series

-,

Gil Cline & Brass Consort
Midnight Jazz Combo
(Fulkerson

Recital Hall, 8 pm)

TICKETS:

$6 General, $2 students/seniors

* Free to HSU Students
Tickets - call 826-3928

,

for 18 to 35 yaar olds
No Purchase Necessary.
between

236 G Street ¢ Old Town Eureka ¢ 443-8933

|

FOR TWO TO

John Brecher, cello

400 G Street ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-1105

mu-

sicians support each other
more than in Los Angeles,” she

Not Your Average Video Store ...

“a

experiences,

with people. I am not satisified
just playing in my apartment,”

EXPERIENCE

We feature a unique selection of films that
you won't find anywhere else, in addition to
a complete selection of contemporary hits.

my

“T enjoy sharing (my music)

WA
VIDEO

she said.
“T love that, it’s a nice feeling.
It’s more rewarding than anything else I could be doing,” she
said.
After a doing a month-long

the ages

atlantic

Open to residents of U.S

of 18 and

35 as of 9/5/00.

Void

where prohibited. See agency for Official Rules or go
to counciltravel.com. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/00

ia
counciltravel.com
1-800-2COUNCIL
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CAFE. FOMC
OPEN WEDNESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
DINING AT 6:00 ~ MUSIC STARTS AT 9:30
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 822-4100

ATH

COMMOTION
MEMBERS OF THE STRING CHEESE INCIDENT,
LEFTOVER SALMON, DAVID GRISMAN QUINTET
AND ANGER AND MARSHALL BAND $25

THURS | DJ RED'S BIRTHDAY BASH 83
ERT | BABY JHIP-HOP $2
PHOTO BY JENNY WALKER

Two children participate in Northcoast Children’s Services’ benefit, Pastels on
the Plaza, on a slab of sidewalk reserved for children’s art.

SaTHRUM

“I don’t ever

SCENE EDITOR
Roaming through the Plaza
Saturday could prove a delight
to the eyes as the 13th annual

Pastels on the Plaza gets under
way.
“It’s like an outside art gallery,”

said

Kathy

executive
Northcoast

family event, not po-

events.

Kathy Montagne
executive director of
Northcoast Children’s
Services

of
Ser-

vices.
More than 250 artists particifunds

for

event, not political,” she said.
A fair number of HSU stu-

Children’s

Ser-

dents and faculty get involved

vices. The drawing begins at 9

and Youth Educational Services sends people to help, she

pated

in the event

Which

raises

Northcoast

last year

a.m. and most artists finish by
2 p.m., she said.
The Farmers

said.
and

Children are also encouraged

music happen simultaneously
Saturday.
“It’s
kind
of
festive,”
Montagne said, “Sunday is

every year.
“We have an area for chil-

Market

more reflective.”
Each artist is asked to create

an original piece of art representing a business sponsor.

“It is a gentle day — its kind
of got this magical quality to
it,” she said.
People come regularly and
from out of the area all day Sat-

urday, Sunday and Monday as
well. They are respectful of the
art, she said.
“It’s fun to hear people’s reactions,” Montagne said.
An artist may come with an
idea in mind or an idea froma
sponsor, she said.
“T don’t ever know what’s go-

ing to appear,

but people are

mindful

it*is

that

a*family

Montagne said Williams got
the idea from a similar event in

Santa Barbara and is based on
Italian
street
painting.

litical.”

to participate in the festivities

dren to come and do sidewalk
art,” she said.

Funds

from

Pastels on the

Plaza are being used to replace
playground equipment.

Northcoast
vices

serves

Children’s Serabout

1,000 chil-

dren through programs like
Headstart.
Sue Williams, the event creator, said, “My favorite thing at
this event is the evenings and
days that follow — there is a

continuous slow moving line of
people viewing

the art. If you

go everyday, the pastels drift off
the sidewalk in the reverse or-

_ SHINEHEAD and ROCKER T

sarang

DJAMBI
RLD BEAT REGGAE $6
WO
N
IA
122TH | BRAZIL
$6

“Some places do one big
square,” Montagne said. “We

are probably the only one with
several different squares.”
Every year, a poster is created from the previous year’s
The

2000

poster

Dj] RED AT MDMG
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$7
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Monterey and several other cities in the state hold similiar

art.

$10 adv $12 door —

17TH

what’s going to appear, but people are
mindful that it is a

Montagne,

director
Children’s

know

WED

TUE

Community draws together to support children and art
Racwe.

| RELEASE DJ PARTY $4
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Chalk it up
BY

SAT

16-21

Chnton

10-25
WW

Fearon A Boogie

The Steve
we’

ee

oCaa

Brown

Kintnock

Bana

Band

fetomo.com

URE

TUE

IE

\
hg Afi i,
MS al
Mh

a

i

s

panda by artist Catherine
Sullivan. Sponsored by Pacific
Rim

Noodle

House,

it was her

IDE

first year participating in the
event.
“The panda has the sweetest

“4

7) quit 8
eh

eyes,” Montagne said.
In 1988 there were 30 artists

and the numbers have increased dramatically since
then, she said.
Last year the organization

raised $20,000 at Pastels for its
projects. It is the biggest fundraiser
of
the
year
for
Northcoast Children’s Ser-

vices, she said.
Artists are invited to a reception following the event from

12-3 p.m. in the Plaza View
Room at the Plaza Grill.
“They are messy, dirty and
tired.

It’s

a way

you,” she said.
There is still room for artists
or sponsors to sign up. They
should call soon, Montagne
said.

der they were put down. In the

“If

end you see a shadow of the
original drawing the artist
started with.”

want

there

are

people

to do a square,

we

who
will

match them up with a sponsor,”
she'said.

15 was $7995

to say thank

nv ALL TT Pes PA
DEBS/EVIL ra
_ EVERYPe
CATEGORY! WHITE/BLACK/LATIN/ASIAN/GAY

NEW EXPANDED DVD SECTION --- 100°S TO CHOOSE FROM!
1000's OF NO DEPOSIT RENTALS IN STOCK!
FREE RENTAL TO NEW VIDEO CLUB MEMBERS!
HUGE LIBRARY OF EROTIC MAGAZINES!

BNR
NEXMT

TO

COLLEGE

ECS
FOOT

BRIDGE
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Broadway:-style touring show

sells out

STOMP opens the door for more shows of its caliber to come
BY

RacHe.
CENE

been playing for sell-out
crowds in New York and

SaTHRUM

San Francisco.

EDITOR

Stiff-bristle
International percussion
sensation, STOMP, performed
the first of three sold-out shows
yesterday. They will perfrom
again tonight and tomorrow in
the Van Duzer Theatre.
This is the first time a.«@e
Broadway-style touring show @ s

has come to HSU

transforms into musical instruments.

USA Today said,
“STOMP finds beautiful noise in the

PHOTO COURTESY OF
Lois GREENFIELD

for three

performances,
said
Roy
Furshpan,
director
of
CenterArts.
The center has been trying
to get
the eight-member

strangest places.”
The
New
York
Times said STOMP

is “an exuberant disabout

troupe’s show up here for four

CenterArts

years, he said.

“One

brooms,

garbage cans lids, Zippo
lighters and wooden
poles are just a few of
the items the group

is

pushing the enve-

thing I have enjoyed

lope in seeing what shows

Ww
e
could
get up here,” he said.
Since STOMP ticket sales
were a success, they will definitely be looking at doing simi-

Humboldt’s

#1 Night Club

535 Sth St. ¢ Eureka
444-CLUB « clubwestoniine.com

Call 444-CLUB

for show info.
Call 444-2624
To charge tickets by phone.
Ting
$: The Works COs &
Tapes,
Eure’
rcata; Wiidhorse CDs &
Tapes, Garberville; The Metro, Arcata, Fat
City Music, Crescent City

lar kinds of things, he said.
STOMP is a unique combination of percussion, movement
and

visual

comedy

that

has

play

of

prowess.

physical

The

show

demonstrates with an entranc-

ing charm the music to be
found in everyday objects.
STOMP is a sure-fire crowd
pleaser
which
is banged,:
tapped, swished, clicked and
clomped with a rock ’n’ roll
heart.”

SS cla

STOMP was formed in the
United Kingdom in 1991 by

Luke Cresswell and Steve
MeNicholas as the result of ten
years of collaboration.

STOMP

has

made

several

television appearances —CocaCola’s Ice Pick and Target commercials,
1996
Academy

Awards, “The Late Show with
David Letterman” and “Mister
Roger’s Neighborhood.”

Tickets for STOMP sold out
two weeks ago.
“We held a block of tickets
for HSU students, but they went

quickly,” Furshpan said.
He said CenterArts would
have liked to add another show
to accomodate people but
STOMP

is on a tight schedule.

HSU is not at typical stop for
the company. STOMP usually
plays at week-long, communitybased venues, Furshpan said.

“I hope they come back,” he
said.

Film depicts
war-torn
The

Ink People

life
Center for

Arts is sponsoring a free view-

TONIGHT, OCTOBER

NTT

ing of the film “If the Mango

4

RUINGICOM COICO

Paplove opens the show. Doors open at CRM

er tes

tickets: $18. Everyone is arco

w)

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

5

MERL SAUNDERS
AND HIS FUNKY FRIENDS
Doors open at 8:00 p.m. Tickets: Advance $15
Everyone is welcome.

ae

Robert Walter's 20th ia
HSU STUDENTS ONLY $4
SG

Pa

DJ Key in the lounge. Top 40 with club dance, hip-hop.

7

ea

Rockin’ Teenage Combo

MOTHER HIPS

__ EVERY SUNDAY

‘CLUB TRIANGLE

PEE are

EURA

Alternative lifestyles (gay & lesbian night). DJ Charles
plays club dance, deep house & techno. Doors open at

9:00 p.m. $5.00 cover.

eLearn

AS)

RY

at the Ink People

Center for

Arts called “Frame

by Frame,

Salvador and Guatemala.
Julia Bernbaum of the Ink
People Center for Arts said the
films in the series were chosen
because of their relevance to
local issues.
A discussion with HSU sociology
professor
emeritus
Samuel Oliner will be held afics of children growing
war-torn

HSU STUDENTS ONLY $4
UR

ing series of films being shown

ter the film to explore the top-

“The

SaturDaY NiGHT Dance Party
D.J. dancing with Club West's legendary sound system.
‘Doors open at 9:00. Call 444-CLUB for information.

7 p.m.
The film is part of an ongo-

Challenge by Challenge.”
“If the Mango Tree Could
Speak” depicts the lives of ten
children living in war-torn El

SUN OCT 29, 9PM - KATE BUCHANAN ROOM

Doors open at 9:00 p.m. DJ Pauly Paul in the main room;

OCTOBER

SAT OCT 7, 9PM - KATE BUCHANAN ROOM

aaah

FRIDAYS

SATURDAY,

Tree Could Speak” on Friday at

ele)

up

in

areas.

movie

is beautifully

done,” Oliner said.
“It’s an insight into millions
of children who have been victims of war and the kind of cru-

elty that
world

the adult

forces

them

political
into,”

he

said

Oliner is the founder and director of the Altruistic Personality and Prosocial Behavior Institute, and is himself a child

survivor of the Holocaust.

~ compiled by Pieter Konink
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Men’s soccer team wins five in a row
Strong defense and wicked attack has fueled team’s resurgence

BY Marx

Buck.Ley
birth to the national playoffs.
This has given the team a new
goal.

CALENDAR EDITOR
he men’s soccer team
has been dominating
the field, winning five

out of its last six games.
“We have been

playing very

well recently,” HSU men’s soccer coach Alan Exley said.
So far the team is still in good
health and

no one

“We set our sights to win the

conference
Exley said.

championship,”

“This weekend will have a
major influence on the outcome
of the season.”
The ‘Jacks have only played

one game

in conference play

is out with

and they are currently tied for

an injury. Julio Cabrera, junior,
is back from injury and playing

first place.
The ’Jacks play Seattle Pacific University at 3 p.m. Friday
and Seattle University at 1 p.m.
Sunday. Both games are at the

midfield.

“Returning players like senior Joel Grabenstein (outside
midfield), senior Steve Blanche
(forward) and junior Geoff
Maracchini
(midfield) are
making a big difference out on
the field,” Exley said. There are
six seniors on the team this
year.
“Maracchini has come out to
be our leading scorer with five
goals,” Exley said.

Seniors are not the only players to make a difference out on
the

field.

Freshman

Grant

Dubois, midfield, and Neal Gordon, defense, hold starting positions.
“Dubois and Gordon both
have a big influence on the field
and have started for a majority
of the games,” Exley said.
The ’Jacks changed their
lineup a few weeks ago from a
4-4-2 to a 4-3-3 with the addition
of an extra striker.
“This has allowed us to dominate the front,” Exley said.
The players have adapted to
this new style of play and they

have shown its effectiveness in
their games.
“The new

formation

has

given us the opportunity to gel
together,” Maracchini said.
“The strength of this year’s
team is the defense, we are giving up far less than one goala
game, even counting the disas-

ter at Davis.”
The ’Jacks scored first in the

Davis game but they were unable to hold the lead and
game ended as a 4-1 loss.

the

“This is a very fit and athletic
team,” Exley said.
The ’Jacks have finished
third place in the last two seasons, one spot out of gaininga

Lower Playing Field.
“These games are going to be

very
physical
games,”
Maracchini said.
Seattle Pacific was five-time
National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division II champions and was the preseason pick
to finish

first

in the

Pacific

West conference.
Seattle University has just
moved over to the Pacific West
conference from National Asso-

ciation of Independent Athletics and was the preseason pick
to finish second in conference.
This weekend will be a major

factor if the ‘Jacks hope to
clinch first or second place in
the conference.
“Tt has been a hope to put our
team in the NCAA playoffs and
become a regional power,”
Exley said.
“This can happen with the
development of our younger
players.”
The

’Jacks

have

started

to

feel the effects of traveling from
school to school. Two weeks ago
they

were

in Nampa,

Idaho

playing in the Les Schwab
men’s soccer tournament.
The team won all three of its
games, but the morning it got
home the players had to leave
again to play UC Davis.
This was the team’s fourth
game in six days
“Tt was unfortunate that we
were so tired from the Idaho
trip,” Exley said.
“One of the disadvantages of
the Pacific West conference is

how far away the schools are
and how long we have to
travel.”

N

(Above) Senior defender lan Danielson
dribbles past a
slower defender on
his way to the goal.
Danielson has con-

tributed to the strong
HSU defense and the

team winning five of
its last six games.

(Left) Fellow senior
defender Mark Vallee
is another reason the

Lumberjacks are
playing so well.
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Cross country Clusener

Transfer student from New York finds home in Humboldt trees
BY KimsBerty Guimarin
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU junior Pete Clusener
placed 14th overall, leading the
men’s cross country team in
competition in the 57th Aztec
Invitational in San Diego on
Sept. 16.
Clusener makes his home in
the forest behind campus.
“I live in the forest by
choice,” Clusener said. “It has
only been since the beginning
of this semester, and it is really
convenient, right now especially.”
He said he is not sure how
convenient it will be when the

rainy season comes.
“The parent side of me isa
little concerned about his living situation,” cross country
coach Dave Wells said. “The
other part of me is excited
about it, the idea of roughing
it in a tent.”
Clusener said he started running in high school.
“T have two older sisters, and
one of them ran track; if she
hadn’t done it, I might not have
been so influenced to do it.”
Clusener said Humboldt
County is a big change after

off and it was really hard to get

growing

back into it,” Clusener said.

up

in Long

Island,

N.Y..

New York at Stoneybrook for
two years, and I ran cross country there,” he said.
While attending school in
New York, Clusener qualified
to compete in the National Division II competition, which
was held on the HSU campus in
1996.
“T really liked the area when
I came here,” Clusener said.
When he returned to New
York he quit school, and decided to take some time off.
“I took a year and half or so

“I compare

“IT went

to a state school

in

it to a giant ball,

once you get it rolling, itis a lot
easier from there on out.”
After deciding

a.

to return

to

school, Clusener chose HSU. He
said the distance he was going
from his home didn’t bother
him.
“Once you get five hours
away, you can pretty much

go

anywhere and it’s not going to
matter,” Clusener said. “Every

person I know here is new; it is
like starting over.”

for

Clusener said he builds up
competitions and has

learned to take it one race ata
time.
“Running

tured,”

LY MNESTY

INTERNATIONAL? No, it’s Aninesty Figueiredo!
® *.
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1242 G Street ° Arcata

822-1426
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“The usual course is about
five miles during regular season,”

Wells said. “For

tional meet
miles.”

the na-

the course

by constantly

is 6.2

1734 Central Ave. * McKinleyville

comparing

the

team to Chico’s.
“Now that we are getting into

midseason

we have to clarify

our goals better,” Wells said.
“If there was a team we
would match up with and compare our goals to, it would be
Chico.”

=
g

DYD | Playstation} Nin 64

have

meet pretty much every other
weekend, and practice everyday.”

day for two to three hours, and
keeps the level of intensity up

BUCKS
BUCKS
BUCKS
BUCKS
BUCKS

839-2662

“We

struc-

in shape with practice every-

|

3 |
33

MOVIES
MOVIES
MOVIES
MOVIES
MOVIES

he said.

me

Wells said he keeps the team

ALL GENERAL TITLES
NEW RELEASE MOVIES, SEGA DREAMCAST,
SONY PLAYSTATION AND NINTENDO 64 EXCLUDED
WE SPECIALIZE IN HARD TO FIND MOVIES
IF WE DON’T HAVE IT, WE'LL TRY AND GET IT,

2 |

F

Male: (tec

keeps

wy

Z

i

After competing against
Chico and many other teams at
the
Aztec
Invitational,
Clusener said he has definitely
learned who his competition is.

Clusener

said his family

is

PHOTO COURTESY OF HSU Sports INFORMATION

Junior Peter Clusener edges past a fellow runner ina
past meet. Clusener is HSU’s top runner this year.
the full scale of things. I don’t
even know the full scale of
things.”
Clusener and his fellow cross

country teammates

competed

proud

at a meet

“IT was never pushed,” he
said. “They accept whatever I
do, and they don’t really know

30. In preparation of the meet
Wells had several ideas to keep
the team together.
“What Lask of the athletes is

of him but they aren’t
enthusiastic about athletics.

in Stanford

on Sept.

that they stay focused, and keep
their

intensity,” Wells said.
“What comes next is that from

here on out they can't let up.”
The cross country team will
compete in the Willamette Invitational

this weekend.

The

event will be held at Clam
Beach. The race starts at 11:30

a.m.

:
'
|

00
—ack
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Volleyball

of the Week
HSU’s Top Performer

Football

Pacific West Conference

West Division Standings

Seattle rae

Conf.

Overall

40

9-3

Western Washington

3-1

3-1

11-5

Central Washington

2-2

2-2

si

-

2.

1-2

Western Washington 4-0

MoHAMMED
On

Saturday

HSU’s

free safety Mohammed

Muheize

had a

strong game against Southern Oregon. Muheize lead the team
with 20 tackles, three for lost yardage. He also had two interceptions and two pass break-ups.

Grams
Thursday — October 5
¢ Women’s Soccer vs. Western Oregon
Western Oregon
2p.m.

Friday — October 6

4-1

6-8

HSU

Northwest Nazarene
Saint Martin’s

5-2
2-3

9-4
3-6

Western Oregon
Simon Fraser

Western Oregon

2-4

4-8

HSU
Seattle

1-5
0-7

1-12
3-12

Pacific West

Men’s cross country

Conference

Stanford Invitational

Conf.

Overall

Seattle

6-1-0

10-2-0

Western Oregon

4-1-0

7-3-0

HSU’s Top Finishers:

Western Washington
Central Washington

4-1-1

4-5-2

28. Clusener, Peter 26:07

2-2-0

6-3-0

32. White, Louie 26:11

HSU

2-3-1

2-8-1

91. Gai, Nick 27:48

Hawaii Pacific
Northwest Nazarene

1-4-0

7-5-0

94. Morey, Lehrin 27:52

1-4-0

2-6-1

MSU- Billings

0-4-0

1-9-0

Men’s soccer

¢ Women’s

Soccer vs. Montana State

Billings, Mont.

- Cross Country
Clam Beach

. 1 p.m.

vs. Willamette Invitational
11:30 a.m.

West Division Standings

Sunday — October 8

ill

« Men’s Soccer vs. Seattle
1 p.m.
HSU

1e
m
30

«Women’s Soccer vs. Rocky Mountain
Rocky Mountain

1p.m.

111. Phillips, Greg
115. Hall, Adam

28:15

28:19

136. Taylor, Kile 29:50

Stanford Invitational
—

Conf.

Overall

9-0-0

5-4-1

HSU finished 5th.

Western Washington 1-0-0

6-2-0

HSU’s Top Finishers:

oe

re

36. Campbell, Nicole 19:59

Seattle Pacific

1-1-0

4-4-0

45. Jacobs, Danielle 20:06

Hawaii Pacific

0-1-0

4-2-1

49. Wiseman, Rachael 20:09

BYU- Hawaii

0-1-0

1-5-0

60. Alles, Molley 20:19

Northwest Nazarene 0-1-0

1-8-1

61. Hunt, Tammy 20:19

0-1-0

0-8-0

119. Johnson, Crystal 21:29
134. Gower, Beth 21:41

Seattle

eae

MSU2p
d.
m

HSU finished 138th.

Women’s cross country

Pacific West Conference

¢ Football vs. Azusa Pacific
TBA
Azusa

Overall

soccer

West Division Standings

e Men’s Soccer vs. Seattle Pacific
3 p.m.
HSU

Saturday — October 7

Conf.

Central Washington

Women’s

MUHEIZE

Columbia Football
Association standings

_

Billings

Go

’Jacks!
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Editorials
Register to vote before Oct. 10;
election 2000 key for many issues
TE

he deadline to register to vote in the upcoming election is fast
approaching. If you haven’t registered already, only one week remains to make sure your voice counts this November.
This year’s presidential race promises to be one of the most important in
recent memory — with the contest now centering on the future of public education, Social Security, health care, the environment, energy policy and the
proper role of the United States in a post-Cold War world. What’s more, the
general direction of the Supreme Court now hangs in the balance with as
many as three justices up for replacement during the next president’s term.
Major party candidates Al Gore and George W. Bush have been spending
considerable time speaking about how critical this election is for up-andcoming generations — that means you and I, our children and grandchildren. As Green Party candidate Ralph Nader has rightly noted, “If you don’t
get turned on to politics, politics is sure to turn on you.”
Here in California, a number of congressional seats are up for grabs and
Sen. Dianne Feinstein is facing a double challenge from Republican Tom
Campbell and Green Medea Benjamin.
Among this fall’s crop of ballot measures, two stand out as particularly
important to students and young adults. Proposition 36 would boost drug
treatment programs as an alternative to incarceration and Proposition 38
would phase in a voucher system allowing parents to use $4,000 in public
funds per child in either public or private schools.
All told, this election will decide the direction we take on a host of issues
for years to come. Don’t let others decide your fate — register to vote on the
U.C. Quad, at your area post office or city hall and exercise your right to
participate in our democracy!

Week of Dialogue gives students
opportunities to build understanding
, Vor students who have been tucked away behind the Redwood Curtain for a few years, it is easy to forget that we live in the most diverse country in the world. Without HSU events like the Campus
Week of Dialogue on Race, it would be easy for us North Coasters to forget
we live in a melting pot of ethnicity, race and culture.
The third annual event offers faculty-faeilitated discussions, well-known
speakers and unique movies and theater in the hopes of fueling thoughtprovoking conversation over issues of race and ethnicity. Such issues are
too easily forgotten or ignored on this campus where almost 70 percent of its
population can be defined by one color alone — white.
Among the week’s highlights is Juan Williams’ keynote presentation in
the Van Duzer Theatre Friday night at 7:30. As one of America’s foremost
political analysts, his visit comes at a perfect pre-election time. As an African-American and author of “Eyes on the Prize: America’s Civil Rights Years
1954-1965,” his visit is a nice addition to an otherwise artistry-focused event.
Student participation will not only make this event a success and ensure
its future, but will also reaffirm HSU’s reputation as an open and all-encompassing environment where the students are willing to experience diversity
and build mutual understanding between our communities.

* LE

e

Kudos for coverage of
credit card schemes
Your recent article on credit card
companies was absolutely right on
(“Students accrue debt with pizza,

Alternative modes of transportation
were all but ignored in the questionnaire. Rather than trying to “encourage” people driving to campus by constantly adding more parking areas, why
not shunt more of that money toward
improving the public transportation
system or providing better — and more
— bike parking areas?
Kill your gas guzzler!

gum,” Sept. 27).

I was a victim of this type of marketing about 13 years ago when I was in college. In my case, it was over a dictionary.
Although I did not intend to use the card,
it was not free. It came with a yearly fee.
I immediately canceled it!
Even today, a credit card is necessary

for certain things, but it is like a persistent cancer that you think is in remission and then it comes roaring back.
Kudos to Ms. Bensen for exposing the
beast in such an astute and powerful way.

Gary Newmark
CSU Fresno graduate in English

HSU needs alternatives
to more car parking
This letter is in response to “Stop Trying to Park” in the Sept. 20 issue of The
Lumberjack.
“Who wants a parking space?” is
right! How about putting in some more
bike racks? It’s equally difficult to find
a secure spot to lock up my bike as it
would be if I drove (except on rainy days
maybe). And if I lock my bike to a pole
or a fence when a legitimate spot can’t
be found, I can expect to find a citation
when I come back. Where’s the love?
I keep hearing about money being put
toward building new parking structures
and haven’t once heard the mention of
adding some new bike racks to campus.

The campus police conducted a survey
last year about people’s driving habits
and their attitudes toward the parking
situation on campus.

Jason Webber
graduate student in fisheries biology

Moses & Joan shows

immaturity, warped soul
Question: How can Ian Colvert expose
other

people’s

weaknesses,

short-

comings, frailties and faults while at the
same time making gross and misleading
(but oh, so witty) stereotypical judgments
BUT NOT appear idiotically immature?
Answer: You can’t, Ian. In fact, when
you try you only succeed in magnifying

your own faults, frailties and shortcomings while appearing bitterly cynical
and

misanthropic.

Please,

please,

re-

move the “Reality Sucks” stick from up
your ass and move on emotionally.

Your pathetic cartoons

don’t reflect

the world as you see it. They only reflect

your own shriveled, deformed, warped
soul, and frankly, I don’t care to see it.
If I did, I would go watch “Citizen
Kane” which does a better job of dramatizing contempt for the world and

satirizing human
will ever achieve.

behavior

than you

I’ve read more profound statements

scrawled on the wall in the library bathroom. But what do I know? I’m just your

average spare-changing, date-raping,
Hispanic, American Indian, black,
white oppressor, full-of-shit coffee
drinker who needs a volunteer cartoonist to remind me of my imperfections.
Mark Webster
music senior

MOSES & JOAN

by IAN COLVERT
I'd like to use my ‘J’ points
to purchase this pizza.

THE TRUTH
EXPOSED!
A supreme pizza
with a price of

Statement of Policies

217 ‘J’ POINTS
will cost you:

* Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to
the editor.
+ The Lumberjack editorials are written based on the majority opinion of the
newspaper’s editorial board.
« Guest columns, cartoons, and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the writers, not
necessarily those of The Lumberjack or its staff writers. The Lumberjack welcomes
submissions for guest columns or guest cartoons. Written submissions must be typed
and less than 600 words.
.
+ Letters to the editor can be mailed, e-mailed or delivered to The Lumberjack, Nelson
Hall East 6, Arcata, CA 95521; E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu. Letters must be
received by 5 p.m. Friday and must be 200 words or less. Letters and guest columns
must include the writer’s name, city, phone number, major and year in school if a
student. They are subject to editing for grammar, style, content and length.

meal plan

Mini
Green
Gold

$5.79
$5.79
$5.01

Humboldt

$4.42

The same pizza
can be bought with

cash for $2.89!
If you use ‘J’ POINTS,
Nel Tee et} 1a1¢)

THE DUMBASS TAX!
Moses & Joan on the WEB! www thejack.org CLICK OPINION!
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Goring

Gore’s ‘green’ record

As
expected,
Al
Gore backers
@are Slamming
m Green Party
f
candidate
A Ralph Nader,
c
labeling hima
“spoiler” for entering the presidential race. In lock-step fashion, they argue that the major
parties “own” your vote — that
you shouldn’t dare support a
third-party candidate, even
someone like Nader with a
proven track record of fighting
for consumer, worker and environmental protections.
What they fail to admit is that
without Nader, the two major
parties would have thoroughly
downplayed important issues
to American voters like the stifling influence of big money in
elections, the alarming rise in
income inequality, the skyrocketing costs of health care and
education and the growing
threats to our environment
from short-sighted developers.
All of these problems, of
course, have one common

sy

ose

cause: too much corporate
power and too little democracy.

Admittedly,

ect
ect

since both major

to back off plans for tougher
standards as required by the

Games

“you're going
to make me
sick if I have
to watch one
more” humaninterest

nals.”

seg-

LO. nile

a

“| ments, extraneous sports and terrible
sportscasters. They have collaborated this year in the sham
called the Olympic Games on
NBC.
If you haven’t been watching,
you’re not missing

much.

Not

only is most of the competition
tape delayed, NBC has gone
more

overboard

than

in years

past with its “everyone is oppressed and battled with adversity to get here” segments.
“Tommy’s mom wouldn’t
buy him a train when he was a

child, so he trained hard to one
day win the high jump and be-

come

the

Lionel.

He could

spokesman

for

get his train

“Sorry, Flip. Those Chinese
have

been

weav-

ing for millennia.
I heard they even

brought

Martha

ghe

©

them.”
“But the Ameri-

wf
%

have

that

later,

Pip,

course is Lefty Noface going for
the gold against Omy Godd, the
Swede who had that bad acci-

cling are part of the repertoire?

dent in the finals last year.”

“No, my name...”
“Up next on the

not?

“I’m definitely for it. |
believe all rights should
be available for women.”

Apvam

Borruso

BIOLOGY

FRESHMAN

“From what I’ve heard

about it, I’d say no. I’m
not in favor of it because
| am pro-life.”

AprRiENNE DELMARIAN
UNDECLARED

SOPHOMORE

“lam in favor of it beCause | am pro-choice.”

ANGELA
SOCIAL

JONES

SCIENCE

JUNIOR

world, continue to editorialize
their way through
the broadcasts, and
To
Hannah Storm, the

es

with the gymnastics.”

In terms

Kazakhstan right for his life.
Bob Costas and Ahmad
Rashad, the dregs of the sports

@

or why

— of lingerie-

wearing and ass-biting notoriety — did the boxing commentary. The man couldn’t say

it

comes

Albert

as the “morn-

ing after pill”? Why

“Basically no, I’m not for
it because it makes
being irresponsible that
much easier. It should
be available by prescription only.”

intro-

duces the fluff NBC

today,” reported Ima Dumass.
OK, you get the point.
What do the Olympics represent when sports like kayaking,
beach volleyball and speed cyWe might as well add basket

Marv

token woman,

wrapped up in the
hye
knitting, Bob.”
“Granny McCoy is the 10time defending champion, and
the way she impales her opponents will give the competition
something to think about.”
“Boy, can she knit, Skip.”
“It’s Flip.”
“No,

486, also known

Opinion editor Aaron G. Lehmer
is a graduate student in globalization and the environment.

®

Stewartintotrain

cans

re you in favor of the drug, RU-

are a sham

weaving, full-contact knitting
and the fire-and-chainsaw obstacle course. I can see it now:
“T don’t know, Bob — I think
Myrtle is going to pull it out for
the States in the basketing fi-

are

PUBLIC OPINION

. protect Appalachian waterways

the
misnamed
North American
Free Trade AgreeGore Administraby Aaron G. Lehmer
ment, which gave
tion never once atcorporations the right to sue
tempted to pass the Climate
governments over “burdenChange Treaty in Congress.
some” environmental rules.
- And just last year, he pushed
NAFTA also encouraged scores
for passage of a global free trade
of polluting industries to set up
logging agreement at the World
shop along the U.S.-Mexico borTrade Organization, which
der, turning swaths of the Rio
would have accelerated destrucGrande into a virtual dead zone.
tion of the world’s forests.
This is an environmentalist?
¢ In 1996, although concerns
I think I'll vote my conscience.
over excessive pesticide use
were rising, Gore forced the En-

porate cash, it only stands to reason that both of them would pro-

cs

AIE

chief promoters of

vironmental Protection Agency

There

Food Quality Protection Act.
* Gore broke his promise to

from pollution from strip mining that also resulted in the removal of entire mountaintops.
* Under corporate pressure,
he helped weaken U.S. laws protecting dolphins and endangered sea turtles.
* Perhaps most amazing is
that in 1997 he brokered a deal
that would reduce America’s
commitment to cutting greenhouse
emissions
that
cause global warming. Of course,
even these lower
CIS
standards never
saw the light of day
since the ClintonProgressiviews

candidates are drowning in cor-

Olympic

a a nnetth

pose only band-aid solutions.
Despite this fact, many liberal
and even progressive voters desperately cling to the belief that
a President Gore would stand up
for the poor, for working people
and for the environment.
Although Gore is well-known
for his 1992 tract, Earth in the
Balance, he has actually spent
the last eight years as vicepresident working against
many of the ideals put forth in
his book. Here’s a
brief, if incomplete,
sketch of some of
Gore’s hypocrisies:
fee
- In 1993, Gore
was one of the (

comes
That’s

up
OK

—

with.
she

wouldn’t know what

©

to do witha real news
story if it fell on her.
I know, I know. If you don’t
like it, turn it off, right?
That’s a cop-out. The 40-percent drop in ratings shows that

Steve DeMarino
ENGLISH

FRESHMAN

people don’t want to watch this

“lam in favor of it. | think

sanitized view of the competi-

it's a woman’s right to

tion.

choose and will be a lot
safer than other methods.”

In terms of broadcasting,
NBC is certainly out of the
medals.

obstacle

of sportscasters,

em knight would like to say
goodbye to Ruthie, a 15-year
friend who died yesterday. Rest
well, girl. At least you won't

have to watch the

Olympics.

KENDRA JOHNSON
THEATER ARTS PRESTIAN

~ compiled by Jeff

Graham

30
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(Campus Week of
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CAVEAT EMPTOR
Before responding to advertisements
requesting money to be sent or giving
a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The LumberJack is not responsible for the validity of
any offers advertised.

FRATERNITIES,: SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS earn
$1,000 — $2,000 this quarter with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three-hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates filling quickly, call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

FOR RENT.

Wednesday, October 4, 2000

Dialogue on Race
Seminar on Black Feminist

Thought presents

GYMNASTICS/CREATIVE MOVEMENT INSTRUCTOR: 4-10 hrs./wk.,
$6.86/hr. Teach movement, exercise
and gymnastics activities to children,
1-6 yrs. old. Must be 18 yrs. old, have
experience working with children and/
or experience in artistic gymnastics.
Call 822-7091 for more information.
EOE/Affirmative Action/Title IX.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
www.housing101.net - Your move off
campus! Search for apartments. Free
roommate sublet listings.

FOR SALE
USED wetsuits, surfboards, skateboards. Buy and sell. North Coast
Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka. 442-6044,
Since 1973.

NOTICE ©

Don't wait on pins and needles to get the
freshest scoop of campus, community and
sports news

HELP US REDUCE WASTE! if you
are receiving The Lumberjack in the
mail and would like NOT to, please call
Pam at 826-3259. Thanks!

1993 TOYOTA PICKUP TRUCK Only
10,000 miles on new engine. Camper
shell, bed liner, tow package, stereo.
$6,000. Call 825-1730.

Subscribe

OPPORTUNITIES

ATTENTION SMOKERS: Glass, wood,
femo pipes. Great prices. VAL space 64.
Flea Market by the Bay, 1200 W. Del
Norte, Eureka. Fri-Sun. 10 a.m.—4 p.m.

INSURANCE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: We train you to become an agent
with Farmer's Insurance. High earnings
potential for the right person. College
and/or management experience required. District Manager 263-9603.

1992 MAZDA 323SE: Hatchback, 3dr,
automatic, air, AM/FM cassette, 76,000

miles. Excellent condition, $4,800. 839-

3148.

a film by
Marlon
Riggs...

LIVING ENRICHMENT CIRCLES are
back. Friday evening and Sunday. Spiritual support and discussion for “Building your Field of Dream.” Contact
Dwight or Yvonne 825-8524 or
djw20 @ axe.humboldt.edu. More info:
http://www. lecworld.org

FOR
SALE
XANTE ~ARGE FORMAT PRINTER:

to The Lumberjack and rest assured:
YOU WON'T MISS OUT.

$14 per year
$7 per semester

SCREENING AND
DISCUSSION

“The real quarantee of freedom is an

1200 dpi resolution, includes 11x17

equilibrium of social forces in conflict,

tray and extra toner cartridge. $600.

not the triumph of any one force.”

Contact Pam at 826-3259,

HALF. EASTMAN, WRITER |
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* Up to 5 quarts
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SEND YOUR CHECK, PAYABLE TO THE LUMBERJACK,
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
NELSON HALL EAST 6
ARCATA, CA 95521
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Event

Wednesday
Workshop
CCAT presents a thermal
curtain workshop where
participants can learn to
keep their house warm and
save money and energy with
thermal curtains. The workshop starts at 3 p.m.

Thursday
Mural
The Humboldt Community
Breast
Health
Project
present a traveling mural
“Who Holds The Mirror?
Breast Cancer, Women’s
Lives and the Environment.”
The mural will be displayed
at the Morris Graves Museum in Eureka through
Sunday. Call 825-8345.

Biood Drive
The Northern California
Community Blood Bank
will be in the U.C. Quad from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Friday
Event
Juan Williams, political analyst, author will speak in Van
Duzer Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
= 7

//

m

Saturday

5S

Event
St. Mary’s Parish in Arcata
presents its 108th annual Bonanza Carnival today and
Sunday at St. Mary’s School.
There will be games, bingo, a
jolly jump anda livestock auction Sunday at 2 p.m. Admis-

Humboldt/Del Norte CASA
presents “Flashback to the
Fifties,” a theme dance and
art auction. Music will be
provided by the Dynatones.
The event is in Eureka’s Red
Lion Inn from 8 p.m. to 1
a.m. The cost is $35 per person. Call 441-0136

The Multicultural Center
presents Arigon Starr in Concert in the Van Duzer Theatre
at 8 p.m. It is free to students
with $5 donation asked from
community members.

Concert

Meeting

CenterArts presents Robert
Walter’s 20th Congress in
concert at 9 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room. Tickets
are $10 for general, $4 for
HSU students. Call 826-3928.

Sunday

Event

Service Learning Interns is
sponsoring an alternative
spring break information
meeting in Nelson Hall East
at 5 p.m. Call 826-4965.

Meeting
The Humboldt County Human Rights Commission
will meet from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
in Conference Room A of
the
Humboldt
County
Courthouse in Eureka. Call

Student
Environmental
Action Coalition

Wednesday — Comotion, $25
Thursday — DJ Red’s Birthday Bash, $3
Friday — Baby J (Hip-hop),
$2
Saturday

—

Release

Meets Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m.
in the Yurt behind the
CCAT, Buck House 97.

DJ

Campus

party, $4

Recycling

Program

Tuesday — Purpose, (drum/

Learn to reduce your waste,
have fun and get involved.
Meets Tuesdays in Nelson
Hall East 106 at 5:30 p.m.

funk), $3
(Call 822-4100 for details.)

Muddy

Waters

Thursday — Nadia Snow, 8

Campus Center
for Appropriate

p.m., free

Friday — Meg Hutchinson,
8 p.m., free
Saturday — David Dougan,

Technology

8 p.m., free
Sunday —
p.m., free

Lisa Sharry, 8

Redwood

Meets Wednesday at 5 p.m.
at the CCAT, Buck House 97.
Tours of CCAT available
every Friday at noon.

Oceanographic
Society

Yogurt

Meets Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in

nual “Wine, Dine and Brew

Café Mokka

Progressive

Affair in the Garden.” It will
be held at Sherwood Forest
Nursery in Eureka from 1 to
4 p.m. Call 442-3339.

Friday
— Dugan and Ewell,
8:30 p.m., free

268-2548.

Six Rivers Brewery
Wednesday — Smooth jazz
with members of Spank.

Event

“Hoptoberfest” is the anMusic from 8 to 11 p.m., free.
nual fund-raiser for the
Reggae music from 8 p.m to
Coastal Clean-up. It will feaclosing by DJ Pablo
ture microbreweries, food
Thursday
— Bluegrass
and music by tHe 707 Band,
. night with Lazybones, 8 p.m.
Nadia Snow, Roots EvangeFriday — Tha Muse Meant
lists and the Joyce Hough
and Jupiter Hollow, 8:30 p.m.
Band. It begins at 1 p.m. at
Saturday
Spank (acid
Perigot Park in Blue Lake.
funk), 8:30 p.m.
Call 839-0425.
(Call 839-7580 for details.)

Event

The

Because We Can Productions presents the Picnic in
the Park with five area bluegrass bands and a pedal- and
Biodiesel-powered stage.
The picnic is in Redwood
Park and starts at noon.

(0)

Monday

Concert

8 p.m. Call 826-3928.

Concert

Café Tomo

Thursday — Open mike,
Sign-ups start at 7:30 p.m.,
free

The Humboldt Fire District
No. 1 Relay for Life Teams
are sponsoring the third an-

sion is free. Call 822-7696.
The HSU music faculty presents cellist John Brecher
and pianist John Milbauer
in Fulkerson Recital Hall at

a

Vista

Wednesday —

Bar Feeders,

Civic Minded 5, Graves
The Bayou
Saturday
Swamis
(Call 443-1491 for details.)

Club West
Wednesday — Souls of Mischief and the Xcutioners, 8
p.m., $16 in advance

Workshop
There

is

Friday

a workshop

wellness and women
Multicultural

Center

ference Room at 7 p.m.

on

in the
Con-

—— Merl Saunders, 8

Sacred

Natural

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

in Nelson Hal! East 120. Call

Thursday — Open Mike, 8
p.m., free
Friday
— Mudd Puddle
(Jazz), 8 p.m., free
Chubritza,

(Eastern
p.m.

European

Sunday

—

folk), 8

441-7160.

Gay,

Brown,

8

Lesbian,

Bisexual,
Transgender Student Association
Meets Thursdaysat 7 p.m. in
House

Arte

118.

Alliance

Grounds

Saturday

Resources

55

(Multicultural

Center). Call 259-0517.

p.m., free

Sister City Club
Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in
the

South

Lounge

of

the

University Center. Call 822-

Sustainable
Campus Task Force
Meets Thursdays at 6 p.m. in
the Y.E.S. House.

Women’s

Center

Meets Tuesdays at 3 p.m. in
the Multicultural Center,
House 55.

Green

Party of

Humboldt

County

p.m., $15 in advance

Meets Tuesdays et 7 p.m. at

Sunday — Club Triangle, 9
p.m.
(Call 444-CLUB
for details.)

the

Northcoast

mental

Center

Call 839-2371.

Environin

Arcata.

0611.

Campus

Greens

Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in
Nelson Hali East 119. Come
watch “Green Videos” every

Thursday in Science B 133
from 3:30 to 5 p.m.

Send event listings to
Mark Buckley c/o The
Lumberjack or e-mail at

mab36@humboldt.edu.
Deadline for submissions
is 4 p.m. the Friday before
desired
publication.
Publication cannot be
guaranteed.

Because We Can Productions Modestly Presents
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*Actually, we can’t back that number up. Truth be told, as far as we know, this is the first ever Picnic
in the Park... “347” was just a blatant attempt to attract attention. We would like to apologize to
you, the astute and potentially “false advertising”
lawsuit-bringing ad reader, for the liberty taken with the truth.
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